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INTERACTIONS IN COLLABORATIVE PROTOTYPING

Abstract

Prototyping is an established tool for communication between stakeholders in design

development. Recent studies have focused on the development of methods for early

collaborative prototyping supporting communication and concept development in

interdisciplinary design teams. The Canadian healthcare system is facing complex

challenges demanding collaboration between experts from multiple disciplines and could

potentially benefit from the application of such methods. Thus this research aimed to

explore the use of cross-functional collaborative prototyping (CFCPing) to support
communication between disciplines through a focused study addressing medication

safety in a pediatric hospital. A comparison of verbal and physical behaviours exhibited

across participating disciplines suggested that designers and non-designers assumed

different roles and that groups exhibiting frequent transitions between ideation and

evaluation generated more ideas than the groups exhibiting comparatively frequent

transitions between information and management type behaviours. Implications for the

conduct of future CFCPing sessions, applications in healthcare and future research are

discussed.

Keywords: interdisciplinary, design development, collaborative prototyping, medication

room, pediatric hospital
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Glossary of Terms

Adverse events (AEs): Defined as "undesired and unplanned occurrences, directly

associated with the care or services provided to a patient/client in the health care system"

(The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada [RCPSC], 2003).

Boundary objects: Originally defined by Star & Greisemer (1989) as the notion that

artifacts can occupy multiple intersecting worlds and satisfy information requirements in

each of the. In product design and knowledge management circles these are physical

objects that support the transfer, translation and transformation of knowledge between

collaborating disciplines (Carlile, 2002).

Collaborative prototyping: in the context of this study, collaborative prototyping refers to

an interdisciplinary team of designers and non-designers making prototypes and mock-

ups of design ideas during brainstorming and early concept development. These mock-

ups serve as boundary objects and scaffolding (Chung, 2009) supporting knowledge

management and ideation.

Generative tools: refers to "the creation of a shared design language that designers/

researchers and the stakeholders use to communicate visually and directly with each

other. . . with it, people can express an infinite number of ideas through a limited set of

stimulus items" (Sanders & Chan, 2007). This includes specifically designed or selected

sets of prototyping materials that help users (usually non-designers) visually represent

their ideas.

Interdisciplinary collaboration: problem solving involving individuals from a variety of

educational and/or professional backgrounds and experience working together, towards a
xi
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shared goal. In the context of this study, the objective of collaborative efforts is the

development of innovative products and service concepts.

Interprofessional care: (or Interdisciplinary care) is defined by multiple health caregivers

working collaboratively to deliver quality patient care within and across settings (Health

Force Ontario, 2007).

Medical error: the term used to represent "the failure to complete a planned action as it

was intended or when an incorrect plan is used in an attempt to achieve a given aim"

(RCPSC, 2003).

Medication error: a medical error that occurs "at any point in the process of providing

medications to patients" (RCPSC, 2003).

Participatory design: a cooperative approach to design development where professional

designers work with experienced users "acting as lay designers" (B0dker et al., 1988, p.

385).

Patient safety: "the reduction and mitigation of unsafe acts within the health-care system,

as well as through the use of best practices shown to lead to optimal patient outcomes"

(RCPSC, 2003).

XIl
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Introduction

Collaborative Prototyping for Early Concept Development

In a world where interrelationships between technology, people and products is

increasingly complex, innovation is a sought-after commodity. The integration of

disciplinary perspectives, knowledge and experience has been identified as a key

ingredient in the development of innovative product solutions (Cooper, 1993; Paulus,

2000; Kelly, 2001). Carlile (2004) reveals, "Dorothy Leonard's (1995) statement that

most innovation happens at the boundaries between disciplines or specializations tells us

that working across boundaries is a key ingredient to competitive advantage, but also why

innovation proves so difficult to create and maintain". Design development is changing

as local and global design challenges become more complex and the integration of

knowledge and experience from multiple disciplines, including both design and non-

design disciplines, is required to address these challenges.

In the last two decades, research in participatory design and interdisciplinary

collaboration has been moving towards the use of generative tools to support non-

designers in the communication of knowledge, ideas and experience (Sanders, 2006).

Knowledge may be viewed as both explicit, that which can be taught and learned, and

tacit, based on subjective insight, personal experience and intuition (Nonaka & Takuchi,

1995). A variety of approaches and tools have been developed to facilitate the

externalization of tacit knowledge through two and three-dimensional visual

representations (e.g. sketching, collaging, mock-up/prototypes). These visual

representations provide a common language, supporting communication and the

manipulation of ideas between team members with different disciplinary backgrounds
13
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(Carlile, 2002). A number of these tools specifically address collaboration at the front

end of the design process, when team-members are new to each other and the design

problem.

Prototypes are recognized as boundary objects (Carlile, 2002) that facilitate socio-

cultural relationships within collaborative teams (Chung, 2009, p. 143) and support

communication and ideation at the early stages of design development. Cross-functional-

collaborative-prototyping (CFCPing) presented by Chung (2009) is one example of well-

articulated steps and principles designed to support interdisciplinary design development.

CFCPing involves small teams of professionals with diverse disciplinary backgrounds

working together to understand and develop design solutions using physical prototypes as

a medium for discussion and discovery. Insights from early research using this method

suggest that prototypes provide a fuller integration of disciplinary knowledge and

expertise, helping designers conduct efficient collaboration more easily and thus creating

concrete product concepts and definitions more effectively. However, this initial

research was conducted in an academic setting and as part of graduate course work in

interdisciplinary product design; it has experienced limited implementation with

professionals in industry. Therefore, there is a need for more empirical research

exploring the use if CFCPing in a wider variety of design projects and with more diverse

experts (Chung, 2009, p. 145).

An Opportunity for Empirical Research

Certain characteristics of the Canadian healthcare system suggest this is one

industry that may benefit from the use of CFCPing as a method supporting collaboration

and design development. It is widely acknowledged that healthcare is a complex system,
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facing multi-faceted challenges that demand collaboration between experts from multiple

disciplines. In addition, safety culture, employee involvement and inter-professional care

are now recognized as important methods for improving patient safety (Curran, 2007;

Health Force Ontario, 2007). Thus there is a need to identify methods that support

interdisciplinary collaboration in the healthcare context.

Medication error is a well-recognized challenge that has received increasing

attention since the Institute of Medicine report "To Err is Human" (Kohn et al, 2000). In

2004 the overall incidence rate of medical error in Canadian hospitals was reported to be

7.5% of annual hospital admissions, suggesting that about 185, 000 were associated with

adverse events and close to 70, 000 of these were potentially preventable (Bakeret al,

2004). In the same year, the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI, 2004)

revealed that approximately 24% of identified adverse events were drug or fluid related.

Pediatric medication error has received significantly less attention than medication error

in the adult population. Evidence from the U.S. suggests that potentially harmful

medication errors may be three times more common in pediatrics than in the adult

population (Ghaleb et al., 2006).

In 2009, a Canadian pediatric hospital launched an interdisciplinary research

project to identify factors associated with IV bolus morphine use in a pediatric surgical

ward (Parush et al, 2010). Findings from this study suggested that two thirds of the

identified risk factors were related to medication preparation, which is conducted in the

medication room. The next step was to identify potential solutions to the identified risk

factors. As medication preparation and delivery is the responsibility of multiple

disciplines within the hospital, and the medication room presents a physical design
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problem, collaborative prototyping was identified as a tool that could be used to support

interdisciplinary collaboration and concept development with representatives from

nursing, pharmacy and design.

Goals and Objectives

The overarching goal of this research is to explore interdisciplinary interaction

during early concept development and contribute to the development of a better

understanding of how prototyping methods can be used to support collaboration in small

groups. Therefore, it is necessary to study interactions between participants and visual

representations during collaborative concept development. Cross-functional

collaborative prototyping (CFCPing) has been identified as a method requiring further

empirical study, and a pediatric hospital in need of innovative solutions for identified

medication safety challenges provides an empirical context. This leads to the two main

objectives of this thesis: to explore the use of CFCPing for interdisciplinary

collaboration, and to investigate the use of collaborative prototyping to support

communication between disciplines and early concept development in a healthcare

context. Addressing these objectives helps to answer the following research questions:

1 . What role(s) do professional product designers and prototypes play in the context

of cross-functional collaborative prototyping at the front-end of design

development?

2. How can CFCPing support interdisciplinary collaboration in a healthcare context?

These research questions are contextualized by a review of relevant literature.
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Literature Review

Concept Development at the Fuzzy-Front-End

The early phase of the design process is described by some researchers as idea

generation or concept development encompassing the process of identifying the main

problems or design opportunities based on existing solutions and generating new ideas,

improvements and design concepts (Boeddrich, 2004; Reinertsen, 1999; Vink, Imada &

Zink, 2008). It is an uncertain time in the product development cycle, also referred to as

the fuzzy-front-end (Smith & Reinertsen, 1991). In product design, this phase includes

the period after customer needs are identified, when product concepts are developed, but

before technical and financial limitations are introduced and a final concept selected

(Dahan & Hauser, 2002; Ulrich & Epinger, 2000; Chung, 2009). One of the main

objectives during this process is to generate ideas and explore solutions. During initial

concept development "it is less about validating and filtering the ideas than it is about

providing ongoing guidance in the uncertain innovation endeavor" (Fulton Suri, 2008, p.

56). The desired outcome of this exploratory period is an innovative product concept,

defined as "the first abstraction of product ideas, which is a preliminary characterization

of the future product" (Chung, 2010, p. 19).

The uncertainty and exploratory nature of initial concept development invites

opportunities for innovation and chaos. The process can be lengthy, is often poorly

understood and full of opportunities for improvement (Reinertsen, 1999, p. 25). Initial

concept development is a critical point in new product development, setting the stage for

later phases of product design and testing. Thus understanding how experienced and

successful designers and design teams execute the concept development process, and how
17
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it can be improved, remains an important focus of study (Reinertsen, 1999; Cross, 2007).

For example, protocol analysis of experienced designers working through the conceptual

phase of a design problem has been used in an attempt to develop a better understanding

of how good ideas are generated and developed (Schön, 1983; Cross, 2007).

The act of exploring the possible solutions and generating ideas, often referred to

as brainstorming, is an important part of early concept development. Brainstorming in

groups vs. alone is generally preferred for creative tasks and is a popular tool for

generating new ideas in organizations (Sutton & Hargadon, 2010). A significant amount

of research has investigated factors contributing to more or less successful brainstorming

and concept development. In particular, the integration of disciplinary perspectives,

knowledge and experience within these groups has been identified as a key ingredient in

the development of innovative product solutions (Cooper, 1993; Paulus, 2000; Kelly,

2001). However, interdisciplinary collaboration in itself also presents challenges. Thus

it is important to identify factors affecting group brainstorming and define

interdisciplinary collaboration in the context of design development before studying

interdisciplinary collaboration before engaging in empirical study.

Brainstorming and Creative Problem Solving in Small Groups

A formal process for brainstorming was initially introduced by Osborn (1963) as a

tool to support creative problem solving in groups. He introduced a number of strategies

to improve the outcomes of group brainstorming in organizations, including: avoid

criticism during idea generation, suggest wild ideas, combine and build on ideas, and the

notion that more ideas produce more better ideas. These principles, or rules of

brainstorming, have been widely adopted and hold particular value in the early concept
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development strategies used by a number of innovative design firms. One well-known

example is IDEO, one of the largest design innovation and consulting firms in the United

States, which shared some of its brainstorming and innovation strategies on ABC

Nightline in 1999.

Since Osborn's initial publication, a significant amount of research has been

dedicated to investigating the effectiveness of the originally proposed brainstorming

process and other factors that can influence the outcomes of small group work (e.g.

Isaken, 1998; Turner, 1999). Measuring outcomes or group effectiveness is in itself a

challenge. Quantity is one outcome measure that has been used in previous

brainstorming studies (Paulus & Brown, 2003), though counting ideas has also been

identified as a challenge. Philp (2007) identified that a general idea is "broad or

represents a theme but does not provide a concrete example of how this theme can or

should be realized" whereas a specific idea is "a narrow representation of a broad idea".

Despite this definition it is sometimes difficult to determine whether an idea is unique or

not. In an attempt to address this challenge, the present research will count both general

and specific ideas separately as well as the total.

Some of the factors that can be more or less controlled in the planning of group

brainstorming sessions include: time, group size, selection of participants, presence of a

facilitator, and scope of the problem to be addressed (Argote, Gruenfeld & Naquin, 2001;

Sutton & Hargadon, 2010; Isaken, 1998). Many are dependent on the specific objectives

of the study. For example the time allotted for brainstorming observed in literature varies

from 15 to 30 minutes (e.g. Hymes & Olson, 1992; Philp, 2007) and for collaborative

concept development from 30 minutes to multiple days (e.g. Austin et al, 2001; Chung,
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2009; Dindler & Iversen, 2007; Sutton & Hargadon, 2010). All of these factors are

addressed within the remaining literature review and description of the specific method

selected for use in this study. The selection of participants starts to be addressed in the

following section.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration

This research investigates 'interdisciplinary' collaboration. This term is not new

and has been applied in a variety of situations including: interdisciplinary studies,

interdisciplinary research, interdisciplinary care in hospitals, and interdisciplinary design

development. Furthermore, this approach has been used in both research and practice in

many areas including human-computer-interaction, marketing and business (Müller,

2003; Campbell et al., 2008). But because this term can have different meanings in

different disciplines, it is necessary to clarify the meaning in the context of this research.

In general, the term 'interdisciplinary' is considered to mean the collaboration of

multiple disciplines towards a common goal through competent communication (Turner,

2000, p. 52). This definition is further clarified by referencing the Oxford English

Dictionary, which defines collaboration as the act of working in conjunction with others,

co-operation and united labour. Synonyms include: to join forces, team up, band

together, participate, combine, ally, pool resources, or put heads together. For the

purpose of this study, 'interdisciplinary design development' implies a group of

individuals from a diverse educational and/or professional backgrounds and experience

(disciplines) working together (collaborating) to identify and conceptualize (develop)

innovative products and/or services. In other words, varied disciplinary perspectives

represented within a design team.
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The composition of an interdisciplinary design team is dependent on the

disciplinary knowledge required to address the design challenge and perhaps the team

leader's perspective on user involvement. The title of 'interdisciplinary team' has been

used to describe teams of designers from multiple disciplines, for example: graphic,

industrial, architecture or engineering, industrial, marketing (e.g. Carlile, 2004). It has

also been used in the case of more diverse design teams that include non-designers (e.g.

psychology, industrial, engineering, biology as in the teams that work at the renowned

product design firm IDEO). In addition, interdisciplinary collaboration can also be used

to describe teams that include end users and other stakeholders, as with participatory

design methods.

Participatory and User-Centered Design

The traditional Scandinavian approach to participatory design, developed in the

early 1970s, calls for a cooperative approach to design development with professional

designers and experienced users "acting as lay designers" (B0dker et al., 1988, p. 385).

In this way, participatory design is similar to interdisciplinary design. However, in the

majority of participatory design studies, designers or researchers are initiating and

managing the process. In interdisciplinary initiatives, the designer may not have a pre-

defined leadership role.

Participatory design evolved somewhat differently in North America and Europe,

despite common Scandinavian roots (Gregory, 2003). In Europe, there appears to be

more of a focus on the democratic origins of the method, which encourage user

involvement in design development and decision-making. In these cases, participatory

design practices may include end-users as well as other stakeholders who may be served
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or affected by the product. One example is Muller's (1992, p. 460) approach to software

design that focused on "product quality (inclusion of expertise), product commitment,

and workplace democracy".

In North America, participatory design practices evolved towards user-centered

design, viewing users more as a subject of study. User-centered design (UCD) includes a

variety of methods and tools for user research and design development that focus on

developing solutions that meet the needs of identified end-users. Users can be more or

less involved in various phases of the design process: from being the subjects of

extensive study in the problem identification phase, explaining their view of current

problems, to offering solution ideas and participating in testing and feedback on concepts

presented by the design team. In many cases users are viewed as subjects to be studied

by designers or design researchers and are not invited to be members of the design team.

As stated by Brereton and Burr (2009, p. 102), "Participation in design is often sought in

order to better understand 'users' so as to make more saleable commodities", which

contrasts the traditional Scandinavian approach.

As the landscape of user-centered-design continues to evolve, non-designers are

being invited to participate earlier and earlier in the design development process, not as

subjects but as co-creators and members of the design team (Sanders, 2005). Thus there

appears to be resurgence of the traditional participatory aspects of UCD in design

research circles. For example, Sanders & Stappers (2008) advocate co-design practices

with collaboration between designers and non-designers, where non-designers include

both researchers and users. Today, many design research consultancies bring together

interdisciplinary teams of researchers and designers to develop in-depth knowledge and
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understanding of user needs in an effort to generate innovative product or system

solutions (Sanders, 2008; Hoonhout, 2007; etc.).

After more than 30 years of participatory design practice, the evolution of UCD and

the recognition that interdisciplinary collaboration is required to address complex

problems that lie at the boundaries between disciplines there appear to be differing views
on the involvement of users or stakeholders at the fuzzy-front-end. The following three

examples are a case in point:

Participatory practices in ergonomics design. Vink et al. (2008) evaluated

stakeholder involvement in participatory approaches to workplace and organizational

improvements according to theory and practice, and highlighted stakeholder

involvement in each step based on a review of projects of 300 practitioners. The

generic steps in the design process were documented as follows: Introduction;

Analysis; Idea Generation; Idea Selection; Prototyping; Testing; Adjusting;

Implementation; Evaluation. For the purpose of this comparison, it is assumed that

the 'fuzzy-front-end' would encompass the first three steps. Vink et al's evaluation

shows that participatory ergonomics practices support the involvement of end users

and subject matter experts as early as possible in the design development.

Specifically, "In step 2 (analysis) employees should be involved because they

understand the problems firsthand. In steps 3 (idea generation) and 4 (idea selection)

employees should be involved because they may have ideas for improvement and

they will work in the improved situation..." (p. 521).
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Philips design research experience. In his article for CoDesign, Hoonhout (2007)

appears to differentiate between interdisciplinary design development at the front-end

and co-design or participatory approaches at the front-end, excluding users from the

interdisciplinary context. Experience at Phillips suggests that co-creation with

consumers (end users) in the early creative phase of new product development does

not seem feasible because the process of conceptualizing needs and uses for new or

underdeveloped technologies may be too abstract for the average consumer to grasp

(p. 22). Conversely, "bringing together domain experts from different backgrounds,

creating a setting in which barriers between disciplines can disappear, and adopting a

user-centric, rapid iterative investigation, ideation, prototyping and development

process" is a promising approach (Hoonhout, 2007, p. 19). Thus it is suggested that

experts from multiple disciplines use a "rapid iterative investigation, ideation,

prototyping and development process" with no user-involvement at the outset.

Hoonhout provides a series of examples from Phillips design where an

interdisciplinary team of experts led product conceptualization. In these cases,

consumers (end users) are not involved in the initial ideation process, but are brought

in early to provide feedback/evaluate initial ideas according to a user-centered design

approach.

The 'lead-user' perspective. Originally developed by Eric von Hippel (1988), this

approach believes that innovation resides in the minds of expert users of existing

products and services rather than manufacturers or designers. These 'lead users' are

both motivated to innovate because they will benefit from the results, and experience
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needs earlier than others (Leonard, 2009). Thus user research conducted following

von Hippel' s approach targets and interacts exclusively with users at the leading edge

of the target market.

The present research approaches interdisciplinary collaboration from a

participatory perspective where end-users are involved as members of the design team

from an early stage (B0dker et al., 1988; Muller, 1992; Gregory, 2003). From this

perspective, design is viewed "as an open, innovative, user-involved, cross- disciplinary,

and thus multi-perspective cooperative process" aimed at creating tools and systems that

will improve the work life of end users (Broderson et al., 2008). The role of designers

and non-designers in this type of activity is somewhat undefined and thus there is a need

to know more about knowledge management and tools that support interdisciplinary

collaboration in order to better define future roles.

Knowledge Management in Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Integrating disciplines poses challenges for communication and concept

development. Barriers between disciplines exist as a function of unique language,

knowledge, and practice cultures rooted in professional training and experience.

Particularly relevant to this research is the example presented by Hall (2005, p. 188),

which describes professional cultures as barriers to interprofessional teamwork in

healthcare and highlights that the "educational experiences and the socialization process

that occur during the training of each health professional reinforce the common values,

problem-solving approaches, and language/jargon of each profession". Carlile (2002)

describes the complexity of interdisciplinary collaboration in organizations in terms of
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three perspectives of boundaries: syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. Crossing syntactic

boundaries requires a common language or syntax for analysis that will enable

knowledge transfer between collaborators. Semantic boundaries require common

understanding and a mechanism for knowledge translation or interpretation. Pragmatic

boundaries refer to practical barriers between players and the value associated with

acquired knowledge. A political approach and requirements for knowledge

transformation or developing new beliefs, understanding, and perspectives that were not

previously possessed by any of the players involved is discussed in the context of

political barriers to collaboration. This last boundary type is comparable to the cultural

barrier articulated by Hall (2005).

Carlile (2004) presents a framework for managing knowledge across syntactic,

semantic and pragmatic boundaries between disciplines through processes of knowledge

transfer, translation and transformation. For example, members of an interdisciplinary

team might be able to overcome syntactic boundaries if they speak the same language

(e.g. English). However, in order to transfer knowledge team members must have the

same understanding of the words being used. For example, in the author's own

interdisciplinary team experience the word 'scenario' was revealed as having a different

meaning in different disciplines. In one design project, members of the team with an

information technology systems or architecture background identified scenarios as an

illustrated snapshot in time. To others with industrial design and psychology

backgrounds, a 'scenario' illustrated, either graphically and/or in words, the conduct of

an activity in time and space. This led to some confusion, which was resolved upon

viewing the 'scenario' in question presented as computer-rendered snapshots of people in
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a hospital room, the design of which was the object of the meeting.

Verbal or written language may be insufficient to cross semantic boundaries,

especially when the knowledge to be transferred cannot be expressed in this medium.

For example, 'tacit' knowledge, defined by Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995, p. 8) as

something not easily expressible, highly personal and hard to formalize, "is deeply rooted

in an individual's action and experience, as well as the ideals, values, or emotions he or

she embraces". Tacit knowledge can sometimes manifest as insight, intuition, or a

hunch, the reasoning behind which is hard to explain. To support collaboration between

disciplines it is important that each team member be able to communicate and explain

their knowledge to others so that it can be evaluated for its contribution to solving the

problem. Using verbal language as the only means to cross the boundaries between

disciplines can lead to misunderstandings between interdisciplinary team members. Thus

there is a need for other mechanisms or tools that support the transfer, translation and

transformation of knowledge.

Boundary Objects

Boundary objects are physical artifacts that can be used to support knowledge

management between disciplines. This concept was originally defined by Star &

Greisemer (1989) as artifacts that occupy multiple intersecting worlds and satisfy

information requirements in each of them. In product design and knowledge

management circles these are physical objects that support the transfer, translation and

transformation of knowledge between collaborating disciplines (Carlile, 2002).

Examples of boundary objects relevant to this study include sketches and prototypes,

which are visual representations of information and ideas.
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Visual Representations

Visual representations are a form of external representation of thought and

thought process. People use external representations, i.e. material and physically

perceivable representations, to share information and communicate thoughts and ideas,

both with others, and as part of their own problem solving process (Goldschmidt, 2004).

One of the reasons external representations are so useful, is that they support the

cognitive process by "serving as a cognitive tool to augment memory and information

processing by relieving the mind of some of those burdens" (Tversky, 2002, p. 1). This is

part of the reason why people write and draw when problem solving. Essentially external

representations function as a sort of external memory. Recording this information or

knowledge 'in the world' frees the mind to devote energy to exploring other ideas

without having to keep track of pre-identified information and ideas. Though a certain

amount of information can be stored in working memory, external representations of

thought support the extraction of a much larger repertoire of information and serve as

predicates to new ideas (Chandrasekaran, 1999). It is conceivable that these advantages

hold for both individual and group problem solving situations.

It is often said that 'a picture is worth a thousand words'. This is supported by

research that indicates "expressing ideas in a visuospatial medium makes comprehension

and inference easier than in... language" (Tversky, 2002, p. 1), where visuospatial refers

to the perception of spatial relationships among objects. As product design is primarily a

spatial domain, it is no surprise that visual representations are heavily used. In fact it

seems that visual representations are the "lifeblood of the activity of design - not only are

diagrams, sketches, and CAD drawings used during design in domains that are
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intrinsically spatial, but they are also used extensively in design domains that are not

intrinsically spatial, such as software design and planning" (Chandrasekaran, 1999, p. 1).

Types of visual representation include a variety of imaging methods such as rough

and detailed drawings and diagrams, physical mock-ups or prototypes, animation and

video - all for different purposes at different stages of the design process. Each of these

methods offers different affordances, benefits and limitations depending on the object or

system being designed or the problem being solved as well as the stage of the design

process at which they are being implemented.

A variety tools that allow for two, three and four-dimensional visual

representation have emerged in an effort to develop a common language between

disciplines and harness the knowledge and experience of users at the fuzzy-front-end of

the design development process. Many of these tools have evolved from user-centered

and participatory design approaches (Bodker, 1988; Müller, 1998; Muller, 2002; Sanders

& Chan, 2007) and incorporate methods that facilitate visualization of future activities

and solutions, including sketching, mock-up/prototyping, collaging, video creation

(Broderson, Dindler, & Iverson, 2001; Kelly, 2008; Sanders, 2005; Sanders & Stappers,

2008). For example, Müller (1992, p. 455) "uses low-tech, paper and pencil approaches

in order to facilitate the direct participation in software design by users who may not be

computer-literate" and "video recording for record-keeping, and to simplify dynamics of

the design session". Sharp, Rogers & Preece (2007) present a number of case studies

where focus groups have been tailored to emphasize collaboration and facilitation

between stakeholders and researchers. Two of these examples involve soliciting ideas

from users and asking them to make models of their favorite ideas, similar to Sanders
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(2006). A third involves workshops where users and developers work together to

develop product requirements (Wood & Silver, 1995). This kind of approach as is

sometimes referred to as 'collaborative prototyping' (Chung, 2009) or 'co-design'

(Müller, 1992; Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

According to the New Oxford American Dictionary (2005), the term 'prototype'

can be used to describe a first example, model, mock-up, or sample. "In the traditional

sense, we may consider prototyping a collaborative identification of possible futures,

rooted in current practice but with the purpose of introducing change" (Broderson et al.,

2007, p. 20). In other words, prototypes are representations of design concepts that are

used to test these concepts. Floyd (1984) distinguishes between prototyping for

exploration, experimentation and evolution based on the type of design challenge faced

by the team. Prototyping for exploration is defined as "where the emphasis is on

clarifying requirements and desirable features of the target system (or product) and where

alternative possibilities for solutions are discussed" (Floyd, 1984, p. 6). Fulton Suri

(2008, p. 56) identifies early prototypes as a "visible or tangible representation of an idea,

to be thought of as a probe or thought-experiment; it is not a full-fledged pilot or a

preproduction version of the real thing". Early prototypes are often rough mock-ups

made with available or found materials, developed during initial concept development, as

opposed to more refined prototypes that might be used for testing developed concepts

(e.g. three dimensional CAD models).

It is acknowledged that prototypes allow for physical representation of conceptual

ideas (Logan & Radcliffe, 2001) and function as mediating artifacts or boundary objects

(Carlile, 2002) that can be used to support translation, transfer and transformation of
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knowledge between disciplines (Carlile, 2004). Chung (2009, p. 8-9) applied this theory

to cross-functional (interdisciplinary) design development projects and observed "that

prototyping in collaboration tends to promote mutual learning between individuals with

different types of expertise and that prototypes play the role of 'scaffold' by increasing

the efficiency of the learning experience". Furthermore, "prototypes play a critical role

in making uncertain situations more certain" (Chung, 2009, p. 44). Cross-functional -

collaborative-prototyping (CFCPing) presented by Chung (2009) is one example of a

well-articulated method designed to support design development involving a diversity of

disciplinary expertise in the spirit of co-design. Insights from early research using this

method suggest that prototypes provide a fuller integration of disciplinary knowledge and

expertise, helping designers conduct efficient collaboration more easily and thus creating

concrete product concepts and definitions more effectively. However, this research has

been conducted largely in academic settings, and as part of graduate course work in

interdisciplinary product design, and has experienced limited implementation with

professionals in industry. Therefore, there is a need for more empirical research

exploring the use if CFCPing in a wider variety of design projects and with more diverse

experts (Chung, 2009, p. 145). As this is one of the motivations for the present study, the

CFCPing method and principles are presented in detail.

Cross-Functional Collaborative Prototyping (CFCPing)

CFCPing involves a team of experts with diverse disciplinary backgrounds

working together to understand a design problem using physical prototypes as a medium

for discussion and discovery. It offers a means to facilitate interdisciplinary team

communication and idea generation (Chung, 2008). The method is based on three modes
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of action and guided by seven principles defined in Chung's doctoral dissertation,

published in 2009. The three modes of action are presented first, followed by a

description of the method and seven principles.

Modes of action.

The three modes of action required for effective cross-functional collaborative

prototyping are: ideation, embodiment and critique. These modes emerged from Chung's

theoretical analysis of collaborative prototyping for early concept development, which

was framed by activity theory. Each of these modes has a role in supporting

collaborative concept development and knowledge management between disciplines, as

follows:

1 . Ideation is defined as the process of sharing domain-specific information and

generating ideas. It includes both identifying and understanding the design

problem and is "more productive when people physically interact with a tangible

artifact, which helps to share different perspectives for discussion" (Chung, 2009,

p. 103).

2. Embodiment is the act of making ideas tangible. It is not only about visual

representation, or fabrication of a pre-conceived notion, but also the potential to

test and develop new ideas, as discussed in the previous section. Embodiment is

about developing shared knowledge within a group.

3. Critique is described as a process of analyzing limitations, problems and conflicts

that allow participants "to refine suggested ideas and narrow down to specific

concepts" (Chung, 2009, p. 107). It is about testing the embodied concepts, and

developing new knowledge.
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Chung (2009, p. 108) emphasizes "iterations of the three modes of action are

critical for turning an initial idea into more appropriate and clearer product concepts".

The desired outcome, where "initially abstract and vague ideas materialize through

repeated embodiment and are improved through critique" (Chung, 2009, p. 1 18) is clearly

reflected in the proposed CFCPing method.

The CFCPing method.

Before the session, organizers should do the following:

1 . Select participants with knowledge and experience relevant to the design problem

(p. 110).

2. Prepare reference and prototyping materials that support "support rapid

representation of design ideas" (p. 110). Paper, duct tape and modeling clay are

used as examples.

3. Ensure there is enough space and work surface(s) to allow participants to collect

as a whole group and break out into smaller groups for focused discussion and

prototyping.

The session should start with an introduction by the organizer providing

background information on the design problem, specific objectives and the agenda for the

session. The three modes of action: ideation, embodiment and critique, should be

explained and emphasized as important acts expected of all participants throughout the

session (Chung, 2009, p. 12). Then participants should have an opportunity to share their

background and experience before being divided into small interdisciplinary teams of

between three and seven participants. The remainder of the session is comprised of a

series of small group breakouts: preliminary ideation (45 min), preliminary prototyping
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(45 min) and final prototyping (90 - 120 min), each of which is followed by a 10-minute

presentation of ideas and discussion with the larger group. At the end of the session is a

concluding discussion, identifying the accomplishments, challenges and future directions

as a result of the activity. A detailed schematic of the process is presented in Figure 1,

which has been used with permission. According to information presented this figure,

the total duration of the session is approximately five hours.
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1 Prior to CfCPÏng session

2. Beginning of CFCP session

3. Preliminary ideati««

Rmssemüle aff (10 mm per mam)

4 Preliminary prototyping

Réassembla ß# (10 mm per mam}

5. Final prototyping

R&assêntUû &U (?? mm imprototype)

6, Gortdusfon

CPCPing Organizers

• Recruit cross- functional participants,
- Assemble reference materials relevant to the design challenge,
¦ Share reference materials with participante prior to CFCP session.
¦ Prepare prototyping materials that support rapid selection &
representation of ideas.

- Secure an open studio with adequate space and surfaces to
accommodate participants broken into small teams.

As one group {30-45 min)

- Articulate the design challenge.
• Describe agenda for the session.
• Have participants introduce themselves, backgrounds, and
interest in the design challenge.

- introduce the three modes of action that are expected throughout
the session.

Break into small teams of 3 to 7 (45 miri)

- Conduct preliminary ideation, capturing sketches on Individual
sheets of paper.

- Organize ideas into like dusters, and discuss the nature,
opportunity, and challenges of each cluster.

- Have each team present idealen clusters to all & discuss
pro's & cons.

- Prioritize two or three directions per team.

Break info small teams of 3 to 7 (45 min)

- Construct prototypes of multiple directions.
- Emphasize speed and number mm fidelity.

• Have each team present prototypes to aü and discuss
pro's & cons.

¦ Prioritize a set of directions.

Break into smaii teams of 2(90-1 20 min)

¦ Construct a prototype of one of the priority directions.
- Look for opportunities to address challenges and new ideas
suggested when prototyping.

- As time allows, build an additional prototype after completing one.

• Have each team present prototypes to otters.
• Capture pro's & con's of each direction as well as new ideas that
develop from the collaborative review,

As a group (30+ mins as time allows)

• Discuss what was accomplished, raluable directions, challenges,
and benefits realized by working this way.

Figure 1. CFCPing Method by WonJoon Chung (2009, p. 116). Used with permission.
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The seven guiding principles for conducting effective sessions represent one of

the most important aspects of the CFCPing method. These seven principles are based on

Chung's review of supporting literature and his own research using early collaborative

prototyping:

1. Provide a description of the design goal and access to related reference materials.

2. Facilitate iteration of the three modes of actions during the entire CFCPing

process.

3. Recognize that finding a failure is as beneficial as finding a solution idea:

mistakes can often lead to important learning opportunities

4. Identify and explore misinterpretations through discussion and prototypes. One

of the challenges of interdisciplinary collaboration is establishing shared

understanding. Investigating the nature of miscommunications and

misunderstandings can lead to mutual learning.

5. Favor manipulation over fabrication.

6. Mutual learning is the engine for forward momentum in team collaboration.

7. Iterations, incorporating changes in response to learning, improve the quality of

an outcome.

Regarding the fifth principle, Chung states that non-designers hesitated to execute

their ideas, but seemed happy to modify pre-existing models or artifacts, and suggests

two ways to tackle this problem: "by providing flexible materials that are easy to

manipulate and by having someone skilled make prototypes on call to provide more

advanced fabrication quickly" (p. 121).
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As previously mentioned, insights from early research using CFCPing suggest

that the prototyping method described here helps to provide a fuller integration of

disciplinary knowledge and expertise, leading to more efficient collaboration and more

product concepts and definitions. Limited implementation of this method with

professionals in industry suggests there is a need for more empirical research exploring

the use if CFCPing in a wider variety of design projects and with more diverse experts

(Chung, 2009, p. 145). After recognizing this need, a suitable research context needed to

be identified. The healthcare industry was identified as a suitable focus based on

personal interest and the fact that it is a complex environment, faced with numerous

product design and integration challenges, and requiring a high degree of

interdisciplinary interaction.

The IV Morphine Study

In 2009, a Canadian pediatric hospital conducted a prospective study to identify

factors contributing to medication safety. The study was designed to identify top risk

contributors and generate product and system-based solutions to address identified

opportunities for improvement based on a focused study of IV bolus morphine use in a

surgical ward. The ultimate objective was to improve medication safety and nursing

work life in the hospital.

An interdisciplinary team including representation from pharmacy, psychology,

nursing research and practice and design research was responsible for the planning and

execution of this study. The study involved: ethnographic observations and interviews

with surgical unit staff to identify risk factors, subjective severity ranking with

experienced nursing staff to support prioritization of the identified risk factors, and focus
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groups do develop recommendations addressing top risk contributors. The author of this

thesis was intimately involved with all phases of the IV morphine study.

Initial results from the observation portion of the study are presented in Parush et

al. (2010). When combined with findings from the interviews and severity ranking,

analysis showed a significant number of identified risk factors were related to drug

preparation and medication room design (Campbell et al., 2010a). The medication room

is the secure area where narcotics are stored and prepared by nursing staff pre-

administration. There was a general consensus amongst staff, management and the study

team, that a re-design of the medication room and/or medication management system

could make a significant contribution to safe IV morphine use at the hospital. These

findings are supported by literature that highlights pediatric medication errors and

recommended practices not currently implemented at the hospital, including: unit dose

systems, electronic documentation and automated medication dispensing cabinets (e.g.

ISMP, 2008; Sharek et al., 2008).

At this point the research team was clearly situated in the fuzzy-front-end of

design development, with a good idea of the problems and drivers for changing current

medication management practices and tools but, without a clear picture of an appropriate

solution for the pediatric surgical ward.

A series of collaborative concept development sessions were proposed as a means

to bring together experienced professionals representing the disciplines of nursing,

pharmacy and industrial design to develop solution concepts through interdisciplinary

collaboration. Cross-functional collaborative prototyping (Chung, 2009) was identified

as a tool that could support concept development and knowledge management between
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disciplines. Thus the pediatric hospital context and medication safety was identified as

the context within which to investigate interdisciplinary interactions and the use of

prototyping for early concept development.
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Methods

Approach

The overall research strategy was exploratory. Cross-functional collaborative

prototyping (CFCPing) sessions were conducted in an effort to observe interactions

between disciplines and specifically the role played by industrial designers and

prototyping in collaborative concept development at the fuzzy-front-end of the design

process. The goal of using this approach was to gain deeper understanding of the

collaborative process through observation of interdisciplinary teams at work. The

collaborative sessions were conducted in the context of a larger prospective study

designed to identify factors contributing to IV bolus morphine safety and develop product

and system-based solutions to address top risk contributors. A protocol for the

collaborative sessions was developed and piloted prior to conducting the focused study

with hospital staff and professional designers.

As this thesis is interested in the interactive behaviour of interdisciplinary

participants with each other and with prototypes, systematic observation was selected as

the primary method of inquiry (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997). Observational data was

collected by video recording the collaborative sessions. This was used to identify verbal

and physical interactions between participants, with reference material and with

prototyping materials. Feedback questionnaires were distributed at the end of each

session and used to evaluate participant's perception of their role and the role of other

team members in the collaborative activity, and the use of prototypes to develop solution

concepts.

40
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A schematic of the research activities is presented in Figure 2, and the remainder

of this section describes each activity in detail.

Preparation

Development Pile;

Conduct

Concept Development Sessions

Analysis

Prepare protocol,
facilities, materials,
compensation, etc. Pilot process with

design students

Questionnaire design

Collaborative Session 1 h Analyze video
recordings
& feedback

Collaborative Session 2

Figure 2. Research activities

Protocol Development

The protocol was developed in the context of literature on brainstorming and

group creativity (Paulus & Nijstad, 2003; Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp & Gilson, 2008;

Argote, Gruenfeld & Naquin, 2001), co-design (Hoonhout, 2007; Sanders & Stappers,

2008; Vink, Imada & Zink, 2008; Westerlund, 2007), and collaborative prototyping

(Chung, 2009; Müller, 1992; Bodker & Gronbœk, 1996). The following variables were

identified and considered during protocol development: demographics of the group

(participating disciplines, experience of participants, number of participants), duration,

location and materials, description of the problem/challenge provided to participants, and

the number of small groups observed.

The general structure of the collaborative sessions was modeled after Chung's

(2009) Cross-Functional Collaborative Prototyping (CFCPing). When applying this

method in the pediatric hospital context, modifications were required in the interest of

feasibility and acceptance by participating disciplines. The most significant variation was

shortening the overall duration of the exercise by opting for two cycles of small group
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work followed by large group discussion, rather than the recommended three cycles. The

motivation for this decision was the perceived time that volunteers could be expected to

accept, according to feedback from management and research staffai the hospital. The

author was fortunate enough to consult with the original author of the CFCPing method

during the development of the protocol.

The structure of the collaborative sessions conducted in this study was as follows:

(1) Introduction by lead facilitator, (2) Breakout 1: divide into small groups & brainstorm

solution concepts, (3) Sharing of ideas with the larger group, (4) Breakout 2: use

collaborative prototyping to develop solution concepts, (5) Presentation of solution

concepts to the larger group and discussion. This process is presented in Figure 3,

wherein each small group is represented by a group of three, representing the three

disciplines that participated in this study: industrial design, nursing, pharmacy.
Breakout I

Brainstorming
Sharing ideas

(no discussion) Concept cfevelopmen
Sharing ideas
& discussion

C '1J1C, ~-i
? ·_ ;„.. Xp. is

Breakout into 3 small ¡
of 3-5 participant

Actors
N = Nurse
D = Designer
P = Pharmaost'pharrfiacy Technician
F = Lead facilitator

%

Breakout imo the same small groups

One large group

Figure 3. Collaborative session structure
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The following three sub-sections present key elements of the protocol that was

developed and approved by the research ethics board at the hospital. A copy of the

approved protocol is presented in Appendix 1 , including the informed consent form for

participants.

Participants.

The study was designed to include hospital staff and industry professionals with

expert knowledge related to the identified design problem, including: pharmacists,

pharmacy technicians, surgical ward nursing staff, nursing management, and industrial

designers. The following inclusion criteria were based on the minimum knowledge

deemed necessary to support the development of solution concepts for narcotic safety

management on the surgical unit:

1 . Participants employed by the hospital were required to be either currently

working on the surgical unit, have a professional interest in pain management or

patient safety and be knowledgeable about IV bolus morphine delivery, the

pharmaceutical characteristics of the drug, and/or some aspects of the existing

preparation and delivery process in the context of pediatric care.

2. Designers recruited to participate in the study were professional designers with a

minimum of five years of work experience. A combination of post-graduate work

and practical experience was deemed acceptable.

Duration.

The CFCPing schedule was shortened from a five-hour workshop (as presented

by Chung, 2009) to a two and a half hour workshop by eliminating the third group
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breakout and shortening the time allowed for each of the remaining two breakouts. The

length of brainstorming sessions and collaborative sessions observed in literature

supports the shortened development time allocated for Breakout 1 and 2.

Location and materials.

The session required meeting rooms at with enough space to accommodate 12

participants together and also space to break into four small teams. These rooms needed
to be outside normal work environments for all participants, so that participants from

different disciplines would be on equal ground. Research and management at the hospital

felt that it would be very difficult to get participants if the study was not conducted at the

hospital. Therefore meeting rooms were located in a separate area of the hospital.

The following materials were provided to each group:

1 . Reference images of the current surgical unit medication preparation equipment,

tools and room layout.

2. Reference images of existing products, not currently in use at the hospital, as

inspiration, and to increase awareness of the technology currently available.

3. Low-tech prototyping materials, including paper, markers, post-it notes,

Styrofoam, modeling clay, tapes, etc. that would be easy to manipulate,

shortening the time required for construction (Chung, 2009, p. Ill), and also not

intimidating, so as to facilitate the direct participation of non-designers (Müller,

1992, p. 455) who may not be familiar with prototyping materials and practices.

Four digital video cameras with table microphones were used to record the

session and capture audio and video of each small group for future analysis.
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Introduction to the problem.

The Introduction, provided in presentation format by the lead facilitator, was

designed to introduce participants to the problem: medication error, IV bolus morphine

administration in the pediatric surgical unit, and the identified top risk contributors,

present the collaborative design process, the objectives of the session (to develop solution

concepts addressing the identified top risk contributors), and the low-tech prototyping

materials available to support concept development. Presentation slides with images and

text were prepared to reflect this content.

Feedback Questionnaire

As previously mentioned, a feedback questionnaire was distributed to all

participants at the end of each collaborative session. The purpose of the questionnaire is

to evaluate participant's perception of (1) their role and the role of other team members in

the collaborative activity and (2) the use of prototypes to develop solution concepts. Of

particular interest were any differences between disciplines. Following is a brief

overview of the questionnaire design. A copy of the final questionnaire that was

distributed to study participants is presented in Appendix 2.

The questionnaire was divided into four sections: (1) Demographics, associating

each respondent with a specific discipline, (2) Methods, asking participants their

perception of the structure, materials provided and activities conducted during the

collaborative session, (3) Group dynamics, including questions regarding the

organization and conduct of small group activities, and (4) General impressions, asking

participants their perception of the exercise as a whole. Questions related to methods and

general impressions were scored on a Likert scale of one through five, where one was
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always very negative and five very positive. The group dynamics section consisted of

multiple-choice questions. Only three questions in the questionnaire provided space for

further explanation or comments from respondents.

Preliminary Studies

Two pilot studies were conducted to help prepare the researcher in delivering

clear and concise instructions to participants, test video recording equipment and test the

appropriateness of the reference materials and simple prototyping materials provided to

each group. These full-length pilot sessions were conducted in the Master of Design

Studio space at Carleton University. Master of Design students from Carleton University

and nursing students from the University of Ottawa were invited to participate in the pilot

studies in an effort to simulate the range of disciplinary backgrounds that would be

present in the hospital study. Participation was voluntary and token compensation

provided.

Unfortunately no nursing students were able to attend either session, which

limited the extent to which the interaction between disciplines could be observed in the

pilot study. However, a nurse researcher participated in the second pilot, bringing

relevant domain knowledge and an interdisciplinary perspective to group activity. This

participant also provided some insight into how hospital staff might respond to the

collaborative method and prototyping activity.

Three Master of Design students participated in the first pilot session. This

allowed for testing of the introductory presentation, general schedule of activities,

appropriateness of materials and lead facilitator's own time management. It did not allow

for testing of the complete schedule and sharing of ideas between small groups. As there
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was only one group, a single, longer, concept development session was used with a final

presentation of mock-ups and summary of ideas. Participants completed draft feedback

questionnaires and entered into a discussion on the format of the collaborative session

and possible improvements to the protocol and questionnaire.

Some revisions to the introductory presentation were made based on feedback and

lessons learned from the pilot study. The initial approach for the introduction of

collaborative prototyping and interdisciplinary design development was for the facilitator

to present an animated verbal account of the general concept and benefits accompanied

by a set of slides with photographs of previous studies and industry experience.

Feedback from the first pilot session led to the use of a clip from the IDEO Deep Dive

(ABC News, 1999) as a means to introduce the collaborative prototyping method and

interdisciplinary collaboration for design development to participants. A six-minute clip

was prepared for testing in the second pilot, including the introduction of

interdisciplinary team collaboration, user-involvement, brainstorming methods, and the

utility of prototyping and time pressures. The second revision was the addition of a

warm-up game of Pictionary, where non-designers were assigned as 'artists' for each

team. This was intended, not only to loosen up the group and encourage a social, fun

atmosphere, but also to demonstrate that less refined visualization skills and low fidelity

representations were more than sufficient to communicate ideas to other team members,

and to encourage non-designers to use visual communication and prototyping during

small group collaboration.

In the second pilot session two small groups, consisting largely of master students

with a variety of design backgrounds, completed the full two and a half hour
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collaborative concept development activity, including a short warm-up game of

Pictionary, and two breakout sessions followed by presentations by each team of the

concepts and prototypes developed. Again, participants completed draft feedback

questionnaires and discussed the format of the collaborative session and possible

improvements to the protocol and questionnaire.

The video approach not only shortened the presentation, but was also perceived to

be more convincing by participants. The revised introductory presentation is presented in

Appendix 3.

Procedure

The cross-functional collaborative prototyping schedule used to conduct the

focused study is presented in Table 1 . This is the procedure that guided the focused study

conducted as part of this research.

Table 1.

Collaborative session schedule

Time Activity Actors
10 min Introduction: Facilitator presents the design challenge, objectives, method Lead facilitator
__________and schedule. Participants are divided into interdisciplinary teams.
5 min Warm up! A short Pictionary game designed to get non-designers All
__________comfortable drawing and making.
15-30 min Breakout 1: Brainstorming and preliminary concept development Participants

Spend 30 minutes discussing and sketching ideas on how to reduce
_________________interruptions and distractions through design

1 0 min Brief Presentation of ideas to the large group (no discussion) Participants
45-60 min Breakout 2: Concept development for top risk contributors (Break/snack- Participants

time included)
Spend 45 - 60 minutes developing ideas related to the top risk
contributors (see handout). Use the materials provided to

_________________build/make tangible representations of your ideas
15 min Final presentation of concepts using early prototypes as a basis for Participants

__________demonstration & discussion
10 min Debrief & request feedback from participants (distribute questionnaires) All
5 min Thank you & distribution of compensation packages Lead facilitator
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Focused Study at the Hospital

Representatives from the disciplines of pharmacy, nursing and design were

invited to participate in the collaborative concept development sessions by email and

announcements at staff meetings. The researcher visited the surgical unit and pharmacy

to answer any questions staff might have in advance of agreeing to participate

professional designers were contacted by phone and given the opportunity to ask

questions in advance of the session. AU participants were provided with informed

consent forms in advance of the sessions.

Two collaborative sessions were conducted following the collaborative concept

development session protocol and schedule described in previous sections of this thesis.

The sessions were conducted from 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm on two separate days.

Participants were involved in one session each, not both.

Both sessions were conducted in two meeting rooms at the hospital. These rooms

were outside normal work environments for all participants. Both rooms had a number of

small tables, for teams to work at. One room was larger than the other, with adequate

space and seating to facilitate presentation and discussion of ideas and prototypes by the

larger group.

Each small group was provided with reference images of the current surgical unit

medication preparation equipment, tools and room layout, a handout of the existing floor

plan of the medication room, surgical unit and pictures depicting the current tools and

context as well as a selection of available medication management and dispensing

technologies (not currently used at the hospital). In the second collaborative session,

participants were only provided with the handout pictures and no floor plan of the
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existing context. This was done because during the first session participants spent a lot of

time interacting with this reference and all three resulting design concepts fell within the

rectangular shape of the existing floor plan. It was hypothesized that by removing this

resource, the teams might be better able to 'think outside the box' and consider

alternative medication management solutions.

Four digital video cameras with table microphones were set up to record the

session. One camera and microphone was dedicated to each group. The fourth camera

was used to record the introduction and large group interactions, and intended as a

backup should any of the other three cameras fail. None did, and this camera provided an

additional camera angle for one of the small groups.

The researcher, who was the lead facilitator for the session, delivered the

introductory presentation. In both sessions, the introduction took longer than the

scheduled 10 minutes because of question and answer by participants. In the first

collaborative session this led the researcher to skip the warm-up game and move straight

into group work in the interest of time-management. Small changes were made to the

introductory presentation delivered in the second collaborative session in an effort to

continuously improve the description of design objectives and CFCPing process that was

provided to participants. A Pictionary warm-up game was conducted in the second

session.

After the introduction participants had an opportunity to ask questions about the

problem and process described before being divided into three small interdisciplinary

groups. The groups were given 20 minutes for initial brainstorming (Breakout 1) then

asked to present their ideas to the other teams before continuing through a 45 -minute
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concept development and prototyping period (Breakout 2). Integrated break time

(refreshments were available throughout the session) meant that each group had an

average of 38 minutes of concept development and prototyping in Breakout 2. Finally,

all groups were asked to present their final concepts and a short discussion followed.

Immediately following each session, participants were asked to complete the

anonymous feedback questionnaire providing their perception of the workshop,

collaboration and the use of visual representations within their group.

Description of the Data Sample

The two collaborative sessions conducted as part of this study included six small

groups, each with two to five participants (M = 3.6) for a combined total of 22

participants across three disciplines. For identification purposes, each group was

assigned a unique alphanumeric identifier according to the collaborative session (CS) and

group number (G), e.g. the second group in the first collaborative session is labeled as

CS1G2. The breakdown of participants from each discipline in each group is presented

in Figure 4.

Representation from each of the three disciplines varies across the six groups,

which precludes direct comparison between groups. However a qualitative comparison is

possible, across all groups excluding CS1G2, which has only two members and is

missing representation from pharmacy.

Some participants were unable to participate for the entire session. Specifically,

one nurse had to leave approximately 10 minutes into Breakout 2, a pharmacist left 10

minutes before the end of Breakout 2 and the nurse manager was only present for the

introduction and 10 minutes into Breakout 1.
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8
CSIG2
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CSIG3

Collaborative session #1
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8
CS2GI
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?

8

¡' ?

CS2G2

8
CS2G3

Collaborative session #2

Participants Nursing N = Nurse_ M = Nurse Managen CL - Clinical Leader
Pharmacy P = Pharmacist, PT = Pharmacy Technician

Design D = Designer
* Indicates participants that had to leave early

Figure 4. Breakdown of participants in each group by discipline

Video Data

During each session, one video camera was focused on each small group during

the sessions to capture audio and video data of small group activity. As a somewhat ad-

hoc process requiring group coordination by the lead facilitator the exact length of time

allowed for each activity varies slightly between groups. Based on the captured video

data, the mean duration of Breakout 1 is 23 minutes (SD 3.7) and Breakout 2 is 37

minutes and 42 seconds (SD 0.52).

After the session, it was discovered that the video recording for CS2G3 had poor

quality audio, which means that analysis of verbal interactions was not possible for this

group. However, qualitative analysis of physical behaviours was still possible. In
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addition, due to a delay in changing the videotape for CS2G1, 15 minutes of group

activity at the beginning of Breakout 2 was not recorded. The remaining 25 minutes of

group activity for CS2G1 was subject to qualitative analysis. Therefore, the full data set

used in this study includes video recording of five small groups during Breakout 1 and

three small groups during Breakout 2. This includes observation of a total of 6 designers

and 1 3 non-designers, including nursing and pharmacy staff and represents

approximately 2128 verbal utterances across Breakout 1 and Breakout 2 for the groups

that were analyzed.

Questionnaire data.

Of the 22 participants in this study, 19 completed and returned the feedback

survey distributed at the end of each collaborative session. One designer and two nursing

responses are missing from the questionnaire data, and one nursing respondent did not

complete the second page of the questionnaire, missing questions 10 through 16 out of

19. Thus the overall response rate was 84%, distributed across all disciplines.
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Analysis

Qualitative data analysis, including systematic observation, is used to identify

characteristics of the interactions between participants and the artifacts they create

through sequential analysis of video-recorded concept development sessions. Though all

parts of the CFCPing method described in previous sections were captured on video,

including the Introduction, Breakout 1 , Sharing of ideas, Breakout 2 and Presentation of

solution concepts, this analysis focused on interactions that occurred during the small

group work: Breakout 1 and Breakout 2. This was because these two parts of the

collaborative session represent periods of un-facilitated small group activity and

interdisciplinary interaction. The remainder of this section outlines the approach taken to

develop and code video data collected during the collaborative sessions. Qualitative

analysis of the responses to feedback questionnaires was also conducted. The findings

from the questionnaires are presented and compared against the results of systematic

observation and sequential analysis in the next section of this thesis.

Systematic Observation

According to Bakeman and Gottman (1997, p. 4) the two defining characteristics

of systematic observation include (1) the use of a predefined coding scheme, and (2) that

this coding scheme be applied by observers (or coders) of 'demonstrated reliability'.

More specifically, when using systematic observation, "investigators need to say what

they hope to find out" (research question/hypothesis) "define what seems important

conceptually" (objects of analysis), "find ways to measure those concepts" (coding

scheme) and "establish the reliability of their measuring instruments" (Bakeman &

Gottman, 1997). As presented in the Introduction, this research aims to examine the role
54
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of professional product designers and prototypes (visual representations/artifacts) in the

context of cross-functional collaborative prototyping at the front-end of design

development. The interactions between participants and artifacts, specifically visual

representations are the objects of analysis. Following the example of Lewis, Mateas,

Palmiter & Lynch (1996, p. 2), a coding scheme was developed to include common

events and interactions observed in the literature as well as events noted in initial review

of the video-recordings. In addition, relevant information was extracted through an

iterative process of watching video recorded group activities and noting 'instances' that

were perceived and interesting/relevant to the observer, and identifying patterns in those

instances (Wasson, 2000). The remainder of this section presents the coding scheme

developed for this study, as well as the steps followed when coding data, which addresses

observer reliability.

Coding Scheme

Three examples of systematic observation, identified in the literature, contributed

to the development of the coding scheme used in this study. The first, by Robillard,

d'Astous, Détienne & Visser (1998) used coding schemes to identify and analyze

behaviours exhibited by participants in their study of technical review meetings in

software development. The second, by Lee, Popovic, Blackler & Lee (2009) included a

coding scheme for understanding knowledge management in user feedback sessions. The

third is the previously mentioned study by Lewis et al. (1996), which includes a coding

scheme process for using ethnographic data to drive product design.

According to Robillard et al. (1998) collaborative interaction should be evaluated

in the context of both individual contributions and group interaction (social exchange),
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where individual contributions are defined by verbal utterance and an exchange as the

smallest dialogue unit in an interaction when at least two speakers are contributing

through verbal utterance. In the context of this study, individual contributions are

identified as verbal utterances and physical actions and an exchange is identified as a

series of related utterances and actions. Thus an initial coding scheme was developed to

identify individual verbal and physical behaviours observed during small group

interaction. Subsequent analysis of the coded data allowed for the identification of

different types of exchanges between participants, which provide a more process-oriented

outlook on group activity. The coding scheme for individual contributions is presented

first, followed by the identified exchange types. Finally, an example of coded video data

is presented showing all levels of coding.

Coding scheme for individual contributions.

To identify the role(s) played by professional product designers during

collaborative concept development with nursing and pharmacy staff, the coding scheme

includes characteristics of roles observed in literature related to group problem solving

and facilitation (Schwartz et al., 2005) and collaborative design activities (Robillard et

al., 1998; Lee et al., 2009; Lewis et al, 1996). For example the coding scheme

developed by Lee et al. (2009) in their study of user-designer collaboration defined three

levels of coding: (1) individual contributors including knowledge, identities and

resources, (2) collective contributors which are akin to the exchanges identified in the

coding scheme used in this study, and (3) designers' managerial activities. As this coding

scheme was developed specifically for situations where designers had initiated and were

leading the collaborative activity, e.g. user feedback sessions as part of product testing, it
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was not directly appropriate to the present study. As an example, this study does not

presuppose or pre-assign management roles to designers or other participants, therefore

some of the codes included in designers' managerial activities were rolled into individual

contribution codes and others were not at all applicable to the CFCPing method.

To identify the role of visual representations and prototyping, the coding scheme

included interactions between participants and artifacts, modeled after coding schemes

used by Lewis et al. (1996, p. 52). Based on these references, the initial coding scheme

included actors (participants), actions (physical and verbal behaviours) and artifacts

(objects and concepts participants act upon) such that the full scope of individual

behaviors could be captured and then examined in context. After initial video analysis,

the coding scheme was revised and some specific action and artifact codes were added or

eliminated to ensure mutually exclusive codes that accurately describe video content.

One of the added codes was irrelevant verbal behaviour, the definition of which was

modified from Kramer (2010). The final coding scheme for this study is presented in

Table 2, including definitions for each actor, activity and artifact code used.

Table 2.

Coding scheme to identify individual behaviours

_______Codes Definitions _ _
ACTORS ^___
(The # identifies specific participants in a collaborative session when there is more than one
from the same disciplinary background)

N# Nurse
D# Designer
P# Pharmacist ___
PT# Pharmacy technician

_F Lead facilitator (running the CFCPing sessions in this study)
This actor code is used as a receiver in the case of broadcast
statements made to all members in the small group)
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CiKk'"> Definitions
HI MAVK)URS
Verbal behaviours

w> Question,ó .S
"" ^ RequestQ)

en
ß

>
o
·-
a
e
o

.o

Information seeking
others

one participant asks a question to one or more

Information seeking: one participant asks a clarifying question to one
or more other participants based on a previous or ongoing discussionconfirmation

Explain To give details of; make plain or intelligible; to clear (artifact) of
(artifact,) obscurity. As defined in the Oxford English Dictionary.
Clarify To expand on or provide more detail about, or elaborate on an idea,
(artifact) concept, statement, etc. previously raised by the participant or another.
Relate to
(artifact)

Characterized by use of an analogy or conjunction to relate the current
situation, topic or idea to previous experience, current context, or a
familiar object.

Agree

BI
¦a *>
« &
u CU

g S (artifact)
_u

Suggest

Positive affirmation, confirmation or acceptance of a statement or
action made by another participant.
Information provision: participant makes a statement, interjects, raises

State a point or provides information that is not part of a question-answerdialogue

Participant makes a suggestion in the form of a solution idea/concept
(idea), or the groups working style (plan). Could be in the form of a
question or statement, but should be coded as suggest only, not both.

ttt>

>

Cl

a
et
en
¦—

O

Reject

Doubt

Evaluate

Justify

Summarize

Irrelevant

A negative statement, criticism or disagreement with a previous
statement or idea.
Raising concern, expressing uncertainty with respect to a statement,
plan, or idea. Not as strong as rejection.
Assigning value to or appraising why an idea/situation is good/bad.
To make good an argument, statement, or opinion; to confirm or
support by attestation or evidence. As defined by the Oxford English
Dictionary.
Instance where one participant helps another participant in executing

Coach an activity, or explains what they are doing by giving instruction onhow to execute an activity.

An instruction regarding individual or group problem solving or
Order design development activities. For example assigning a task to agroup member.

Participant re-states previous discussion/decisions. Arguments in this
instance might be 'problem', 'ideas', etc.
Comments, joking, or social conversation not related or contributing to
group activity, problem solving or design development.

Physical behaviours
Gesture
(artifact)

Gesture at or over an artifact, at one or more participants, or in the air.
If the gesture is not directed at or over an artifact (but in general, at a
person, or in the air) the argument for this behaviour code is blank.

SlJ Sketch
1^ D.

To draw or sketch on a blank sheet or reference handout.
Characterized by sweeping pen strokes (drawing lines/circles) vs.
handwriting text.
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Codes Definitions

Make/modify To produce/build/modify a tangible object. Refers to the development
(artifact) of mock-ups and models.
Write on Note-taking. Textual additions to reference material, sketches or

_______(artifact) notepaper.
ARTIFACTS
Physical artifacts: (tangible objects) * these are props to support collaboration, what we are
interested in is how they fit into to group problem solving and we will answer this question by
identifying who, uses them, how, for what (intention) and to what end.

Handout
floor plan

Handouts provided to all participants depicting the current floor plan
of the unit and floor plan detail of the existing Medication Room
(MR).

Handout
pictures

Images provided to all groups including images of the existing MR,
available Automated Dispensing Cabinet (ADC) and record
management technologies (barcode scanning, etc).

Other/
Notes

Other document/paper/notebook/etc. including personal notebooks
introduced by participants

Sketch Drawing made during the session by participant(s)
Model Mock-up or prototype made during the session by participant(s)

Provided or desired materials for sketching, drawing, making,
Materials referencing. Some coding may include specific reference, for

_____________________example: materials (white paper) or materials (flipchart)
Conceptual artifacts (intangible: ideas, concepts) * represent individual contributions in terms
ofknowledge ofthe problem, context and solution

Problem

Ideas

Design requirement outlined in handout/presentation or acknowledged
by participants based on knowledge/experience. E.g. session
objectives, identified influencing factors that could impact medication
safety, new problems identified in the current context, etc.
Solution ideas/concepts

Personal Previous experience in the current context, at another hospital/in
experience another (general/professional) context.
Current
context

Existing MR design/layout, existing tools/process associated with
medication preparation.
An object or concept that is likely to be familiar or common

Familiar knowledge amongst group members, not specific to the hospital
concept environment. May be an analogy or metaphor to support explanation

_______________of a concept or idea.
A suggestion or idea related to the group's problem solving or
brainstorming activities. This could be an argument for 'order' in the

Plan form of assigning a role/task to another participant, 'suggesting that
the group uses a certain strategy or approach, etc. This is a facultativeactivity.
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Coding scheme for types of exchanges.

As discussed above, an exchange is defined by a collection of utterances that are

related through behaviour and content. Five types of exchanges were identified in the

collaborative sessions analyzed in this study: Information, Ideation, Evaluation,

Management and Social. The exchange types are defined in Table 3 and an example of

coded dialogue is presented in Table 4.

Table 3.

Types ofexchanges

Type Code Description
Information INFO Characterized by information seeking (question and request
exchange clarification) and information provision (explain, clarify, relate to,

statement). Often including content related to the current context of
IV morphine preparation and administration and personal
experience. Include physical actions supporting explanation
including write on, sketching and gesture (e.g. towards reference
material) supporting the documentation, transfer or translation of

_______________________information.
Idea IDEA Characterized by the suggestion, clarification and positive
generation & elaboration of solution ideas. In these exchanges, the coded
elaboration argument for the exhibited behaviour is 'idea'. Also includes

sketching ana prototyping activities related to the embodiment of
_______________________ideas.
Evaluation & EVAL Occurs when speakers critique design ideas and concepts contributed
critique by others or themselves. Characterized by the following behaviour:

reject, doubt, evaluate, and justify. The argument of coded verbal
behaviour is often 'idea'. Also includes sketching and prototyping

_______________________activities that support concept testing.
Management MGMT Characterized by the suggestion of a plan, coaching or teaching by
& leadership one group member to one or more other group members, assigning

tasks (order) or summarizing ideas or plans. This behaviour
supports process management and structure of group problem

_______________________solving.
Social IRR Characterized by conversation that is unrelated to concept

development of the design task. Includes utterances coded as
(irrelevant), representing either 'jokes' or unrelated social
conversation.
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Observer Reliability

As mentioned above, observer reliability is one of the defining attributes of

systematic observation and supports data reliability. When Lewis, Mateas, Palmiter &

Lynch (1996, p. 2) used Exploratory Sequential Data Analysis (ESDA) to analyze

ethnographic videos in an effort to understand user needs in collaborative video editing

from a user-interface design perspective, they devised a coding scheme and had three

observers simultaneously review video footage, each looking for different elements:

overall observations (including timing and demographic data), interactions, and events.

The final coding keys were created from common events and interactions observed in the

literature as well as events observed in initial sessions (Lewis et al., 1996, p. 2). A

similar process was followed for the development of the coding scheme used in this

study, albeit with one observer, instead of three. A coding strategy was developed during

initial review of video clips, in an effort to minimize loss of data and strengthen

reliability of a single observer. The coding strategy follows five steps:

1. Transcribe actors: 'To' 'From', code 'Verbal behaviours' and 'Elapsed Time',

stopping the video regularly to ensure accurate capture of utterances. Enter

'Contents' based on a summary of participant's dialogue.

2. Review video and code physical behaviours. Verify verbal behaviour codes and

elapsed time entries.

3. Review video a second time, verify all columns and document general

observations.

Using this strategy the video coding to real-time ratio was 18:1. Meaning, it took

approximately six hours to code and verify 20 minutes of video before starting formal
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analysis. This time estimate does not include coding of exchange types, which was part

of the formal analysis. An example of general observations documented by the observer

is presented in Figure 5.

File name: VideoAnalysis 0-8.xls Reference sheet: CSIGl(I)
Session: CSl, Breakout 1, Groupl Video ref: Main Room Front l.mp4
Date: March 23, 2009 Duration: 17min57sec
Participants: Nl, N2, Dl, D2, P Notes: This was the only group with two designers
Summary of group activity
From the first moment of group work, Nl has an idea and explains it to N2 using the images of the
current context (handout floor plan) that are posted on the wall. At this point Dl and D 2 are
socializing and P not yet joined the group. F still getting participants into groups and reiterating
instructions. After 3min, Nl and N2 come back to the group table and the group discussions start. Nl
wants to show Dl the idea and so Nl and Dl go to wall, and P joins. N2 and D2 discuss on their own
at the table (have split into two groups). After -6:30 min Dl, P and Nl return to the table and join
other two (now a group of 5) after +1 min (-7:30) Nl and D2 return to wall and N2 joins them to
continue the discussion of ideas and current context, at -13:45 move back to join P and Dl at the
table and all continue the discussion all together.

The solution concept presented at the end of the first breakout period is an elaboration of the idea
initially contributed by Nl. The concept was refined and developed in more detail through
collaboration.
Individual contributions _____
Nl contributes the initial idea and circles back to this idea repeatedly - sometimes ignores others
who question/criticize elements of the concept, also contributes information about the current
context. Nl asks very few questions (count confirms Nl asks none).
Dl seems to be focused on process, continuously reverts to the problem and process presented by F:
e.g. "she (F) identified four areas, which (do you think) is the highest priority?" Appears to be more
comfortable in smaller groups, does not contribute but observes when in the larger (5person) group:
e.g. at 4min50s Dl turns away from Nl and P, who are talking at the wall with handout pictures, (Dl
is not included in the discussion between N and P) and looks towards D2 and N2 (at table).
D2 actively questions and suggests, little criticism, is nominated to deliver the presentation to the
larger group.
P provides information, questions, suggests and critiques
N2 provides information, questions, suggests and critiques
Physical behaviour and interactions with physical artifacts
Initially, there is a lot ofgesture towards the pictures of the existing context to support explanation
and questions (pictures posted on the wall). At 13:55 the floor plan is introduced and becomes the
focus of discussions between D2, Nl & N2 and then the entire group (at the table).
The first instance of sketch is by N2 at ~8min, then there is a flood of activity including sketching by
others after F gives a warning (~13min) that the session is nearing an end and the group should be
ready to present their ideas to others (presentation format is not specified, but sketching was
encouraged at the outset of the session). D2 is the main contributor and talks aloud [summarizing the
concepts developed by the group) as they sketch design ideas/modifications to current Medication
Room design on the handout floor plan.
There were no make activities in this first breakout session.

Figure 5. Example of general observations capturing small group behaviour
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Results

The results presented in this section are based on qualitative analysis of the video

recorded collaborative sessions and feedback questionnaires. Following the coding

scheme from the previous section, a description of small group behaviours is presented

first, based on iterative coding and analysis of individual utterances (what people say)

and actions (what people do). Identified patterns are compared between disciplines

across small groups. Interaction between participants, based on coding and sequential

analysis of exchange types, are presented second. Finally, feedback from participants

and general observations related to the setup and materials provided for the sessions are

presented with the results of questionnaire analysis.

Description of Small Group Behaviour

The following qualitative description of small group interaction was developed

based on: (1) counting and calculating rates and frequencies of observed verbal and

physical behaviours, and (2) general observations gleaned by the author through repeated

viewing and coding of video recordings. An example of the preliminary analysis of a

single group's behaviour is presented in Appendix 4. The remainder of this section

describes small group activity based a comparison across groups.

Group activity was initially dominated by verbal communication. This is

consistent with observations made in previous studies by Chung (2009, p. 87-88). In

keeping with this initial observation, a comparison of verbal behaviours is presented first,

followed by a description of the physical behaviours observed during interdisciplinary

interaction.

64
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Verbal behaviours by discipline across all groups.

Conversation about current problems, requirements, previous experience and

challenges were common topics of discussion amongst group members especially in

Breakout 1, which represents approximately one third of total group work time. During

this period, designers exhibited the majority of information seeking behaviour, asking

questions and requesting clarification of the current context three times more than any

other discipline. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Average proportion of information-seeking behaviour (question and request

confirmation) exhibited in Breakout 1

This is not surprising, as designers were less familiar with hospital practices and

design issues than hospital staff that work regularly in the surgical unit context. Nurses

and pharmacy staff provided explanations of current context, building on the information

presented by the lead facilitator. Other explanatory behaviour included clarification of

ideas and current context, and relating something to a familiar object or personal
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experience. Table 5 and Table 6 present examples of coded dialogue illustrating this type

of interaction.

Table 5.

Example dialogue including explanatory behaviour

Speaker Receiver Verbal behaviour Artifact Dialogue
D Team (T) question problem

D explain current context

problem

Nl, N2
N2

Nl

N2

P

P, D

D

Nl

agree
agree, explain

clarify

agree

current context

current context

current context

current context

So, without breaching your own
confidentiality, when there is an
error... 'cause I get the impression that it
is not giving morphine to the wrong kid,
its usually too much for that particular . . .
Sometimes when you have a teeny weeny
baby, its so easy to get mixed up between
0.02, 0.2 and 2 and that's where we get
some of the lOfold errors, and we've
averted some ofthat by going to the
2mg/ml vials, but. . . such a wide
assortments of patient weights...there is
no real standard dose you're using
hmm
That's right, because its all by weight,
once you're an adult and you're 1 8 or
older we don't really go by weight
anymore
If you're over 50 kg then you sort of go
into this generalized category
hmm

Table 6.

Example dialogue including explanatory behaviour

Speaker Receiver Verbal behaviour Artifact Dialogue

D
P

N
D

Team

P
Team

Team
P

D

suggest

agree
clarify

agree
relate to

agree

idea

idea
idea

idea
familiar
concept
familiar
concept

I was thinking almost like a telephone
booth. . . like the nurse would go into this
telephone booth, this narcotic booth,
where you have the narcotic prep area
Yeah, and its quiet
Even if you can't physically close the
door -
No I don't want it closed
It's like the Dr. Doo booth

Yeah
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These interactions appear to support the transfer of information and development

of a common understanding of design requirements beyond that provided by the

introductory presentation of the design problem. The personal experience of nurses

grounded the design problem firmly in the current context. Similarly referencing a

familiar concept, which is a type of shared knowledge, to explain solution ideas supports

the transfer and translation of unshared knowledge, building the total shared

understanding of the design problem and solution concept within the group.

All participants contributed ideas. Though in some groups one person may have

contributed more ideas initially, as the session progressed the contribution and

modification or contribution to the development of ideas was more evenly distributed

between group members.

The majority of evaluative behaviours: reject, doubt, evaluate andjustify, exhibited at the

early stage were also by hospital staff, which are arguably more knowledgeable of

environmental constraints, but also less likely to be familiar with the rules of creative

brainstorming. Across all six groups, designers appear to avoid rejection and doubt in the

early phases of concept development, while hospital staff expresses varying amounts of

rejection and doubt. Observation suggests that this may be related to a lack of experience

with creative brainstorming and the rules that were highlighted during introduction,

including "no criticism" and "encourage wild ideas" (Osborn, 1963; IDEO, 1999). An

example of evaluative behaviour is presented in Table 7 and Figure 7 presents the

average number of each kind of evaluative behaviour expressed by discipline across five

small groups.
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Table 7.

Example ofevaluative behaviour

Speaker Receiver Verbal
behaviour

Artifact Dialogue

P

N

P

M

N

P

N

N

suggest idea As a nurse if she could have a clear print out of

doubt, idea, Yeah but we're not getting that, even with
relate to current context EClinDoc...
agree, clarify plan Agreed, that's something down the road, but we

can dream about it . . .

coach/teach plan Yeah we dream about it now

O

IO

O
s„
O
<

S3

f

»Nursing (N)
Pharmacy (P/PT)
Design (D)

Reject Doufc Evaluate Justify

Figure 7. Average number of evaluative behaviours exhibited in Breakout 1

The next group of behaviours that was observed are related to the planning and

organization of group activities: suggest(plans), coach/teach, order, and summarize . In

most groups, designers made more suggestions than non-designers, with respect to the

organization of group problem solving. An example is presented in Table 8. As the

session progressed, hospital staff became more engaged in prototyping and making
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models of the ideas conceptualized by the group and also engaged in organizing group

activities.

Table 8.

Example ofcoded exchanges

Speaker Receiver Verbal
behaviour

Artifact Content Physical Artifact
behaviour

D

N

N

D

N

D

D N

D

N

suggest plan

evaluate, plan,
explain current

context

request current
clarification context

clarify

order

current

context

So can I ask you - if you were going gesture
to - so designers we do everything
visually right, could you highlight
the most used and the least used
areas on here
Well the problem is there is are two
levels right, there is level one and
level two, because the counter space
here is even less used than some of
the shelf space, because the area -
There's shelving here? sketch

There are shelves here with the gesture
patient in room bins are all along, so
the area where patient one's bins are
there are four rooms over here but
then there are individual rooms
So number one then, you can have
three or four areas

handout
floor
plan

handout
floor
plan
handout
floor
plan

Verbal contributions labeled coach/teach includes incidents where one group

member reminded another group member of the rules of brainstorming, encouraged

group members to participate in ideation or visual representation of their ideas, or helped

a group member to modify prototyping materials. The few instances of coach/teach that

were exhibited during initial verbal discussions were related to the rules of brainstorming,

as illustrated in Table 7. Many more instances were exhibited by designers in

conjunction with prototyping activities that took place in Breakout 2. In contrast, the

summary of problems and ideas was used frequently throughout small group activity as a

means to confirm shared understanding amongst group members. This behaviour was
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also dominated by designers, except for one group (CS2G1) where the pharmacist in the

group took a leadership role. This isolated case may have been due to specific

personality combinations within the group. Personality is a known variable of small

group performance in design tasks (e.g. Kim, Kim & Wilde, 2008) that is outside the

scope of this study. In summary, summarize and coach/teach behaviours were used to

support group design activities and serve as tools that facilitate process management.

Conversation that was unrelated to the design activity and fell into none of the

above categories was labeled irrelevant. Irrelevant behaviour includes social discussion

and joking, and was observed rarely, but in some groups more than others. Social

conversation occurred most often with prototyping activities when there was a division of

labour between participants. For example, if one or two participants were silently

engaged in making a prototype, those not involved in the making may enter into social

exchange while waiting for the model to be made. Thus very few instances appear during

Breakout 1 and more occur towards the end of Breakout 2 where the majority of

prototyping took place. The occurrence of sketching and making activities over time is

presented in the next section.

Physical behaviour by discipline across all groups.

Physical behaviours fall into two broad categories. The first is gesture, and the

second is documentation of information and ideas through visual representations: note

taking, sketching and prototyping. Note taking was coded as write on in the coding

scheme used in this study. Figure 8 presents a bar graph of the average frequency of

each different type of coded behaviour by discipline. When looking at the bar graph, it is

important to remember that Breakout 1 was approximately half the length of Breakout 2
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in time. The following paragraphs describe the observed occurrence of such behaviours

and their relationship to the verbal behaviours outlined previously.

60

S 5U

30

10

Nursing (N)
(PfPl)

Design (D) i Nursing (N) Pharmacy
(FVPT)

Observed in Breakout 1

Design (D)

a Write on

< Gesture
Sketch

¦ Make/modif

Observed in Breakout 2

Figure 8. Average frequency of physical behaviours exhibited by discipline

Gesture. Gesture and demonstration of existing practices and tools, through

reference to the pictures and floor plan diagrams provided, was observed frequently in

early group interaction. As the session progressed, gestures were used to support the

explanation and evolution of ideas. Observations across all six groups suggest designers

and non-designers regularly used gesture to support verbal explanation and information

transfer. For example, when explaining the size or shape of something or how it worked

participants would essentially draw in the air to illustrate their point, as shown in Figure
9.
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Figure 9. Using reference images and gesture to support information transfer

Overall, gesture was observed more frequently than any other verbal or physical

behaviour and in both sessions, across all groups, non-designers gestured more frequently

than designers. In fact, observations from this study suggest that non-designers are more

likely to use gesture to illustrate an idea, which is an impermanent, momentary

embodiment, than they are to modify a prototype or otherwise physically embody their

idea.

Documentation. Documentation of information and ideas in the form of note

taking was observed in some groups more than others. Across all groups, designers

dominated note-taking behaviour. Sketching, as a means to explore and document ideas

that had been raised by the group, was scarce in the initial phases of most group

interaction, when verbal communication dominated group activity. As with note taking,

sketching was used primarily by designers to document and test ideas expressed verbally

by themselves or others, supporting communication of ideas between group members.
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Non-designers rarely participated in visual representation without encouragement,

with the exception of one member of CS2G1 who was the only management

representative that participated in the study. Typically non-designers would gesture at
reference material, or at sketches produced by the designer(s) in the group, sometimes

even with a pen in hand, but engaged less frequently in sketching or writing activities.

Encouragement to participate in visual representation came in many forms. For

example, one designer instructed a nurse to prioritize high-flow or 'busy' areas on a floor

plan of the surgical unit. In another case a designer led by example, using sketching as

their primary explanatory and concept development tool. Pharmacy and nursing staff

followed-suit when engaged in one-on-one discussions with this designer. In many cases,

sketching appeared to serve as a means of dialogue with self and the design concept(s) in

question. For example, in CS2G1 the designer would frequently sketch after other team

members presented ideas and continue to sketch through verbal clarification and

development of ideas by the group. Images representing typical use of sketching are

presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Examples of sketching and interaction with visual representations
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There was only one instance of prototyping in Breakout 1. In this instance a nurse

folded a piece of paper to illustrate and explain the functionality of a tool used in the

current context, the existing paper-based Medication Administration Record (MAR), as

shown in Figure 11. In Breakout 2, after groups had an opportunity to share ideas engage

in a short coffee break, more sketching and prototyping was observed.

In general prototyping was used to realize concepts that had already been

discussed and support development of new ideas. In every group designers initiated

model making, and were the first to modify the prototyping materials provided, cutting

and shaping cardboard and foam to build representations of ideas that had been

conceptualized by the group. Prototyping was also used for ideation and testing

alternatives. For example, one designer initiated prototyping by playing with a piece of

paper to test different forms for a 'narcotic booth' that had been conceptualized by the

group. This act motivated nursing and pharmacy staff to engage in model making and

resulted in two non-designers becoming the self-appointed primary model makers for the

group. In other groups, designers did most of the material modifications, and non-

designers seemed to be more comfortable interacting with built prototypes by rearranging

pieces or suggesting modifications and alternatives, as shown in. For example, in one

group a pharmacy technician used part of the developing prototype to support explanation

and testing of alternative ideas. The original concept was modeled after a room divider,

as a visual barrier separating the narcotic preparation area from the rest of the medication

room. The pharmacy technician proposed a shorter wall, height was discussed and the

final decision was to have a full height wall with a frosted glass window. A series of
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images showing participants interacting with prototypes, including the previous example,

are presented in Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13.

Figure 11. Nurse makes model of existing MAR to explain concept to designer

Figure 12. Pharmacy technician uses a piece of the model to generate new ideas
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Figure 13. Designer makes new elements of the model while hospital staff interacts with

the existing model

Participation and group composition.

The previous descriptions of verbal and physical behaviour examined both the

relative frequency of different types of behaviour observed throughout the collaborative

session, as well as the contributions made by participants across disciplines, as a function

of the different types of individual contributions made by participants. The following

discussion examines participation across disciplines using the total number of verbal

interactions as an indicator of the contribution made by each group member.

Participation appears to be more or less distributed between group members,

except in the two groups of five where there is one participant who is significantly less

involved than others. Figure 14 illustrates the relative contributions made by each

participant as a function of the total number of verbal interactions in each group.
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CS1G1(1) CS1G2(1) CS1G3(1)
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¦N2(19%)
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Lower participation by
one member of duplicate

discipline

Figure 14. Relative participation by discipline in Breakout 1

In the groups of five, there were multiple participants from the same discipline.

For example in CSlGl there were two designers, two nurses and one pharmacist. One of

the designers participated in significantly less group discussion than the other team

members. In CS2G2 there were two nurses, a pharmacist and a pharmacy technician.

The pharmacy technician contributed significantly less than the pharmacist. This did not

appear to be the case with respect to nursing representation, and was not observed in the

two groups of four, one of which also had both a pharmacist and a pharmacy technician.

Notes that CS2G3 is not represented in the figure because damaged audio prevented

coding verbal contributions. In the two groups where there was more than one nurse,

they both participated at similar levels. This may be related to their position as primary

users of the existing and yet to be designed system.

The two five-person groups also repeatedly self-organized into sub-groups of two

and three and then re-united as a larger whole. This pattern was repeated throughout the
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session: four times for CSlGl and three times in CS2G2. Sometimes information was

formally shared between sub-groups when the groups reunited, other times the same

discussion would end up being repeated with a participant who was not involve in the

discussion the first time. For example, Figure 15 shows the formation of sub-groups

within CS2G2 during Breakout 2. In this example three hospital staffare focused on

making parts of the model that have already been decided on, while the designer and a

nurse discuss traffic flow through the room and generate alternate ideas for medication

room layout. Figure 16 depicts the organization of group collaboration during Breakout

1 for CSlGl.
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Figure 15. A group of five self-organizes into two smaller groups
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Summary of observed behaviours.

In summary, conversation dominated Breakout 1 and sketching was used to

embody initial ideas generated by small interdisciplinary groups. Prototyping was used

in the Breakout 2 to make models of the initial concepts generated in Breakout 1 and to

further develop these concepts by supporting testing and generation of alternatives.

Though all disciplines contributed to ideation and concept development, designers

exhibited more coach/teach behaviour and were more likely to engage in organizing

group activity. Conversely, non-designers provided more explanation and examples of

the current context and design problems, and were more likely to critique or reject ideas

presented by others. Designers encouraged non-designers to participate in sketching and

prototyping either explicitly or leading by example. The relative contributions of verbal

and physical behaviour made by each discipline suggest that designers and non-designers

assumed different roles throughout the collaborative sessions. Specifically, designers

were more likely to occupy a facilitative role, both with respect to the organization of

group problem solving activities and by providing guidance and encouragement to non-

designers engaged in sketching and prototyping. Furthermore, using the total number of

verbal contributions as a measure of participation reveals that in groups with more than

four members and more than one representative from the same discipline one person

contributed noticeably less than others. This suggests that duplication of disciplinary

representation within one group may be less efficient.

In an effort to develop a better understanding of interdisciplinary interactions in

CFCPing, the next section moves beyond individual contributions to examine types and

sequences of exchanges between participants.
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Types and Sequence of Exchanges

As suggested by Robillard et al. (1998) interaction should be examined both as a
function of individual contributions, discussed in the previous section, and exchanges

between participants, which is the focus of this section. The coding scheme used in this

study defined an 'exchange' as a series of sequential verbal and physical behaviours that

are related through content. Thus the video transcripts, which had been previously coded

for individual behaviour, were subsequently coded in terms of the following types of

exchanges: Information (INFO), Ideation (IDEA), Evaluation (EVAL), Management

(MGMT), and Social (IRR). An example of one minute of coded dialogue was presented

in Table 4. Analysis of the coded exchanges was used to identify the frequency and order

in which different types of exchanges occurred within each group.

Considering the previous analysis of individual behaviours revealed variations in

the type of behaviours exhibited over time (e.g. more information seeking/providing and

no prototyping in the first breakout) the analysis of exchanges also included comparisons
between Breakout 1 and Breakout 2 and across groups. Furthermore, as suggested by the

analysis of individual contributions, very few social exchanges were observed. Though

social exchange and the relationship between team members has been identified as a

factor in the performance of teams within organizations (Wheelan, 2001), and literature

suggests this supports the progress of groups through developmental stages (Argote,

Gruenfeld & Naquin, 2001), in CFCPing participants are selected based on disciplinary

expertise, are more likely to have little prior knowledge of one another, and are required

to quickly coordinate and develop solution concepts. Therefore, due to the low frequency

of social exchanges and the indirect link between social exchange and knowledge
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management within the small ad-hoc groups in CFCPing, this type of exchange was

eliminated from further analysis. The results of the analysis of interaction based on the

identification of exchange types are presented in the following paragraphs.

First, a comparison of the relative proportion of exchange types within small

group reveals that two of the groups (CSlGl & CS2G2) spent more time on ideation and

evaluation, and the two other groups (CS1G2 & CS1G3) exhibit a higher proportion of

information and management exchanges. Recall that the remaining two groups (CS2G1

& CS2G3) could not be part of this analysis due to missing video data. This is illustrated

in Figure 1 7, which presents the relative proportion of exchange types exhibited by each

of the four groups.

CS1G1 CS2G2 CS1G2 CS1G3

L- Similar exchange ratios-' More information More management

Figure 1 7. Proportion of group activity as a function of exchange type

Second, first order sequential analysis diagrams presented in Figure 18 and

Figure 19 show that there are two emergent approaches to brainstorming and concept

development, which can be associated with the patterns identified above. Two out of

four groups exhibit the first approach, labeled Processi . These groups exhibit frequent

transitions between ideation (IDEA) and evaluation (EVAL), depicted by thicker lines

between exchange types, and less frequent transitions between Ideation and Information,

and Evaluation and Management (MGMT). This approach is also characterized by
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infrequent transitions (very thin lines) between Information and Management, as shown

in Figure 18. The groups exhibiting Process 1 are also those that exhibit an overall

greater proportion of group activity focused on Ideation. The second approach, Process

2, exhibited by the other two groups is characterized by less frequent transitioning

between Ideation and Evaluation and more between Information and Management.

The frequency with which transitions occurred is represented by the transitional

probabilities indicated on the diagrams. For example, in Process 1 the number 0.63

beside the arrow pointing from IDEA to EVAL is the probability that an Ideation

exchange will be followed by an Evaluation exchange. This is based on the average

probability calculated across the groups that exhibited a similar process and represent the

total number of exchanges exhibited across Breakout 1 and Breakout 2.

Further analysis, including the calculation of transition probabilities for each

breakout separately, reveals that the groups exhibiting Process 2 do so for two different

reasons. First, CS 1 G3 exhibited comparatively frequent transition between Information

and Management in Breakout 1 as compared to all other groups. Second, CS1G2

exhibited comparatively infrequent Evaluation in Breakout 2 as compared to all other

groups.

The sequential analysis diagrams presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19 also

present the relative proportion of sketching and prototyping exhibited across exchange

types. For example, in Process 1 the proportion of prototyping that occurred with

exchanges between Ideation and Evaluation is shown as 0.35 s. Looking at these

diagrams it becomes clear that the groups exhibiting Process 1 used more sketching (s)
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and prototyping (?) to test and develop solution concepts, which is illustrated by a higher

proportion of sketching and prototyping occurring between IDEA and EVAL.

0.48s/ 0.12 /0.62p

MGMT

K.35

EVAL

Figure 18. Emergent concept development Process 1 exhibited by CSlGl & CS2G2.

Thicker lines indicate more frequent transitions between exchange types, transitional

probabilities are indicated beside each line, and grayed numbers indicate the proportion

of sketching (s) or prototyping (p) observed during specific exchanges.
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Figure 19. Emergent concept development Process 2 exhibited by CS1G2 & CS1G3.

Thicker lines indicate more frequent transitions between exchange types, transitional

probabilities are indicated beside each line, and grayed numbers indicate the proportion

of sketching (s) or prototyping (p) observed during specific exchanges.

Relating Interaction to Outcomes

Further analysis of video data revealed that findings from both the analysis of

individual contributions and exchanges between participants could be linked to outcomes.

The outcome measure used to identify this relationship is the total number of ideas

generated by each small group, presented in Table 9. The final two columns show the

number of ideas adjusted as a function of the number of group members. As some

participants left before the end of the session, the adjusted group size is based on the
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amount of group activity for which participants were present. From this table it appears

that the number of group members present at the beginning of the session has a positive

impact on the number of ideas generated by the group. Qualitative analysis of video data

suggests that in most groups the ideas generated in Breakout 2 were reiterations or

modifications of ideas originally presented during Breakout 1 .

Table 9.

Number ofideas vs. group size

Group # General # Specific
ideas ideas

Total
ideas

Group
size

Adjusted Adjusted
Group Total

size ideas
CS1G2
CS1G3
CS2G3*
CS2G2
CSlGl*
CS2G1*

6
5
7
8
10
10

3
6
13
16
19
19

9
11
20
24
29
29

2
3
4
5

5^3
4^3

2
3
4
5

4.25
3.2

4.5
3.7
5

4.8
6.8

9.06

* Group activity started with ideation (vs. information exchanges)

In addition, amongst the groups that generated more than 20 ideas are those that

exhibited Process 1 . The groups that generated the lowest number of ideas exhibited

Process 2, and spent noticeably more time in Information and Management type

exchanges than the other groups, as shown in Figure 1 7. Further analysis of exchange

types over time confirms that CS1G3 spent a lot of time in Management and Information

transfer during Breakout 1 , and did not start generating ideas until the end of Breakout 1 .

Looking back to the analysis of individual contributions reveals that this group exhibited

more information seeking behaviour and fewer ideas during this breakout, than other

groups. This may suggest that too much structure or planning hinders the productivity of

brainstorming sessions. With respect to the second group that exhibited Process 2 and
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generated fewer ideas (CS1G2), the only group with two group members, analysis reveals

very little transition between Ideation and Evaluation in Breakout 2. This group did not

develop ideas through iteration and evaluation and focused mainly on embodiment of

previously identified ideas, and information and planning. This underscores the

importance of observations in previous research (Müller, 1992; Chung, 2009) that simple

material facilitates making models and allowing groups more time to focus on evaluation

and testing. It also suggests that three or more group members may lead to more

evaluation and development of concepts.

Summary of Video Analysis Results

In summary, counting and comparison of verbal and physical behaviour exhibited

between disciplines supports the identification of disciplinary roles in communication

within groups. Subsequently, a qualitative analysis of individual contributions led to the

identification of five types of interaction between participants. These exchanges, defined

by a collection of related behaviours, include: Information, Ideation, Evaluation,

Management and Social. Sequential analysis of identified exchanges indicates two

distinct problem-solving processes exhibited by the observed groups. Process 1 is

defined by frequent transitions between ideation and evaluation and infrequent transitions

between information and management. Process 2 is defined by frequent transitions

between information and management. The small groups exhibiting Process 1 generated

more ideas than the groups exhibiting Process 2. Therefore, patterns in communication,

based on the analysis of individual behaviours, lead to the identification of exchange

types and sequential analysis of exchange types supports the identification of patterns in

the interactions between participants within groups. Both communication and interaction
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patterns appear to impact outcomes. Thus the framework presented in Figure 20 is used

to illustrate the relationship between communication and interaction patterns observed

within groups and how these patterns can impact outcomes.

Commur
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Figure 20. Framework describing study results

These results are based on analysis of coded behaviours observed during small

group interaction. As such, they tell only part of the story. The following section

provides another perspective based on participants' perceptions of the collaborative

prototyping session, revealed through responses to the feedback questionnaire.

Feedback From Participants

The objective of the questionnaire was to identify participants' perception of the

collaborative prototyping session with respect to: (1) the use of prototypes to develop

solution concepts and (2) their role and the role of other team members in the

collaborative activity. Questionnaire analysis was aimed at exploring differences in

perception between disciplines and possible differences in perception between sessions in

light of minor changes made between sessions (e.g. the Pictionary warm-up game was

excluded in the first session). Consequently, analysis was conducted across disciplines

and between sessions. The results are presented according to the grouping of related
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questions on the questionnaire itself: the CFCPing method, group dynamics and general

impressions. When reading these results it is important to remember that the majority of

questions were scored on a Likert scale of one to five, where one was defined as very

negative and five very positive.

Feedback on session structure and activities.

The purpose of the questions in this section was to evaluate participants'

perceptions of the CFCPing method, specifically how the activity of sketching and

prototyping were perceived to impact group problem solving and design development.

Respondents across all disciplines agreed that the objectives of the session, as

explained by the researcher during the introduction, were clear (M = 4.1 for CSl and M =

4.5 for CS2) and that the video clip was a good introduction to the collaborative

prototyping method (M = 4.9 for CSl and M = 4.7 for CS2). Hospital staff across both

sessions found the video motivating. This suggests that the video effectively introduced

the collaborative prototyping method to non-designers. One group of designers was less

motivated by the video (assigning scores of three out of five), possibly because they may

have been very familiar with it. A clip of the IDEO Deep Dive video (ABC News, 1999)

was originally selected because it is a popular example of collaborative design process.

The warm-up game, intended to encourage non-designers to participate in

sketching and making activities was not conducted during the first collaborative session

because of time pressures. One participant indicated that "Extra time for info (no

Pictionary) was good - this is a very complex issue being touched on in a bare minimum

of time". In the second collaborative session the perceived benefit of this activity varied
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from positive to indifferent across disciplines, as shown in Figure 21. This question

received the lowest average score across survey respondents at M = 3.45 out of 5.

Was the pictionary game a good warm up to sketching and prototyping with your team?

O
D.

3

¦ Nursing (N)

« Design (D)

¦ Pharmacy (P/PT)

Notatali Significantly

Figure 21. Feedback from participants on the Pictionary warm-up game

It appears that the inclusion or exclusion of this particular warm-up exercise did

not have a great effect on the comfort level of participants, specifically non-designers,

with respect to sketching and prototyping activities. Overall, respondents indicated they

were comfortable both sketching and prototyping and there was no great difference in

scores between disciplines, as illustrated in Figure 22.

Did you feel comfortable sketching/prototyping to share ideas in your group?
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Sketching Prototyping

Figure 22. Feedback from participants on the use of sketching and prototyping
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Previous research (Muller, 1992; Chung, 2009) suggests that non-designers may

be less likely to interact with prototyping materials or make three-dimensional visual

representations of their ideas because the medium is unfamiliar to them. One of the

observations by Chung (2009) regarding non-designer participation in collaborative

prototyping was that non-designers seemed hesitant to make, but would more readily

modify an existing prototype. The questionnaire responses from this study do not support

these observations; indicating that the majority of participants were comfortable

sketching and prototyping to share their ideas with others. However, participants were

asked if they were comfortable modifying prototypes made by others in order to share

ideas there was far greater variance in responses, as illustrated by Figure 23.

Did you feel comfortable modifying other people's prototypes to share
your ideas?

a> 4
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o 3
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¦ P/PT

1 = not at all, 5 = significantly

Figure 23. Feedback regarding the modification of prototypes to share ideas

One of the objectives of this study was to examine how sketches and prototypes

support collaborative design development. To this end, a series of questions asked

participants their perception of how these activities helped the group to (a) communicate,

(b) develop shared understanding and (c) develop the final solution concepts. Both

sketching and prototyping were perceived as helpful across all disciplines, as illustrated
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in Figure 24. This supports the use of these tools in early collaborative design

development.

Participant perception of how sketching and prototyping help group activities
12

??

S io

01

E m
I

¦ Sketching
* Prototyping

Communicate & share ideas Develop common
understanding between team

members

Develop your final solution
concept

Figure 24. Participant perception of sketching and prototyping

Feedback on group dynamics.

When asked how the group self-organized, 13 participants indicated that everyone

participated equally, six indicated that one person took a leadership role, and four did not

respond. Of those where there was an emergent leader, responses were split between

situations where the leader encouraged equal participation and encouraged participation,

but also tried to push their own ideas forward. The demographic data collected in the

survey does not allow for individuals to be identified and so there is no way to tie the

responses to a specific group or individual. However, in all cases the indicated leader

was a designer. One nurse participant commented "Designer had a great deal of ideas

and moved things along quickly - a model would take me days".

Most comments were positive with respect to group dynamics and suggest that

this influenced enthusiasm and performance in the small groups. For example: "People

fed off of each other's ideas", "Everyone seemed to feel free to articulate ideas, move
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pieces of design around", "There was certainly a plenty of creative energy!" and "Great

cross-mix of people/input".

General impressions.

Overall, feedback was very positive with 84% of respondents scoring their overall

impression of the workshop as valuable or extremely valuable. Furthermore, 89% of

respondents indicated they would encourage others to participate in a similar

collaborative design activity. A limited number of hospital staff indicated neutrality with

respect to one or both of these questions, assigning a score of three out of five. All three

were participants in CS2. However, in general participating health care representatives

stated the workshop was "great fun" and indicated the experience was "very beneficial

for the hospital members". Furthermore there was positive feedback relating to the utility

of this method in addressing existing challenges in the healthcare system. Respondents

stated that this was an "Excellent session to move this project to a positive outcome", a

"Fabulous idea - need to use this expertise for other workflow issues" and an "Excellent

way to get people talking". In addition to questionnaire responses many participants also

expressed positive feedback verbally either during or after the session: "To think, I went

to school to be a nurse and now I'm designing a med room!"

Time was one of the variables considered during protocol development. As

discussed in the methods section of this thesis, the original five-hour workshop proposed

by Chung (2009) was shortened due to constraints imposed by the hospital environment.

Informal observations during the sessions suggest that some participants were time

conscious. One hospital staff member wrote "match time lines - session ran a little over

the time allocated". However, feedback from other hospital staff suggests that after
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participating in the session the potential value of a longer session was recognized. "I

think if there would have been a bit more time we could've gotten more ideas out! But

overall I enjoyed the session." It is not surprising that many of the designers agreed,

given that the design process is part of their daily professional routine. One respondent

stated "[This was a] great starter for getting physical & visualizing for broader input . . .

this is a very complex issue being touched on in a bare minimum of time". Another

wrote, "Very short time; would like more time for prototyping. Many further points (i.e.

nurses having to bend over into drawers) came out while prototyping". A third

participant expressed interest in continuing the process: "Would like to do a second

session, after a short (two day) rest - more time in the session three to four hours".

Summary of feedback from participants.

In summary, hospital staff responded positively to the collaborative sessions, were

open and enthusiastic regarding the CFCPing method, and saw opportunities to use this

type of concept development strategy for other problems in the hospital context. The

participating designers agreed that more time would have been beneficial, but also

enjoyed the experience. Results from the questionnaire analysis suggest that Pictionary is

not an ideal warm up exercise to encourage non-designers to participate more fully and

without hesitation in sketching and prototyping activities. Finally, participants say they

are comfortable sketching and prototyping to express and develop ideas, but less

comfortable modifying prototypes. This is somewhat different than what was observed

in small group activity where the majority of non-designers appeared to be more

comfortable gesturing at sketches, than sketching themselves, and more comfortable

modifying or suggesting modifications to prototypes than physically testing ideas.
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Contribution

This research explored interdisciplinary interaction during early concept

development to gain a better understanding of how disciplinary roles and prototyping

methods support collaboration in small groups. Results from the analysis of observed

behaviour, outcomes from the collaborative sessions, and feedback from participants

offer a number of contributions towards a better understanding of interdisciplinary

interactions in CFCPing. First, this study reports examples where quick prototypes or

pieces of an existing model were used by participants to support explanation, testing and

generation of alternatives. This illustrates how prototyping can be used as a means to

support concept development and confirms findings reported in initial CFCPing studies

(Chung, 2009). Second, the comparison of verbal and physical behaviours across

participating disciplines revealed that designers and non-designers assumed different

roles and suggested that the facilitative role adopted by designers was beneficial in

engaging non-designers in prototyping activities. Third, sequential analysis of

interactions between participants revealed that more frequent transition between ideation

and evaluation activities can help to generate more ideas. Together these findings

suggest a future role for designers as consulting facilitators of collaborative design

development and provide empirical data supporting the use of CFCPing in a healthcare

context. Though this thesis focused on medication error in a pediatric surgical unit,

thorough documentation of the research methods, analysis methods, and lessons learned

from decisions regarding the preparation and conduct of the collaborative sessions could

serve as a guide to future researchers using collaborative prototyping methods in other

contexts. For example, CFCPing could be used to support the development of remote

95
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monitoring equipment, electronic health records and other tools that have multiple users

with a variety of needs and sophisticated technological requirements. The implications of

these contributions and opportunities for future research are discussed in the following

section.
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Discussion

Implications for CFCPing

The outcomes of a number of decisions made during the preparation and conduct

of the collaborative sessions in this study can be of insight to future organizers of

CFCPing, specifically with respect to the selection of materials and the organization of

participants during small group work. In addition, results suggest a new role for

designers participating in CFCPing sessions.

Preparation and Materials.

One of the first decisions made in preparing for the collaborative sessions in this

research was to shorten the full-length CFCPing session, outlined by Chung (2009, p.

118). This decision was based on feedback from hospital management that it would be

very difficult to secure participants for a four or five-hour session. However, at the end

of the sessions a number of participants commented that they would have liked more time

to further develop solutions. This suggests that the full-length CFCPing schedule,

including three iterations of ideation and concept development may actually be more

feasible in this context than originally anticipated. More time would allow for added

group discussion, critique and further development of design concepts. Second, the use

of Pictionary as a warm-up exercise to encourage non-designers to participate in

sketching and prototyping activities did not appear to be overly successful and

observations suggested that non-designers may lack experience with creative

brainstorming (Olson, 1963). Though the rules of creative brainstorming were

highlighted in the introduction to the collaborative session, both by the lead facilitator

97
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and in the IDEO video clip used to introduce the design method, rejection, doubt and

hasty evaluation of ideas was exhibited by hospital staff. In these early stages designers

and other emergent leaders encouraged these doubts to be put aside in the spirit of

brainstorming. This suggests that the rules of brainstorming need to be further

emphasized and reinforced, especially during the first breakout into small groups, which

points to a potential consulting facilitator role for designers in this type of activity.

Finally, though in both sessions, participants were encouraged to generate 'wild ideas'

and not be restricted to the current physical layout of the surgical unit, the design

concepts generated during the first session were all within the envelope of the current

space. Therefore the medication room and surgical unit floor plans provided during the

first session were not provided to participants in the second session in an effort to

encourage groups to 'think outside the box'. Concepts generated during the second

session departed more from the rectangular layout and scale of the current design.

Though not a specific focus of this study, this emphasizes need for careful selection of

reference materials, keeping in mind the potential impact of these references on the

design concepts generated by participants.

Organization of Participants.

Using the total number of verbal contributions as a measure of participation, it

was revealed that in groups with more than four members and more than one

representative from the same discipline, one participant contributed noticeably less than

others. In addition, the five-person groups repeatedly self-organized into smaller groups

of two and three, sometimes repeating and sometimes omitting information and

explanation of ideas upon returning to the larger group. Some insight on the duplication
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of disciplinary expertise can be gained from comparing the results of this study to

previous research on expert roles within groups. Specifically, the way members perceive

or recognize the knowledge that is distributed amongst other members of the group

affects the sharing of knowledge in that previously unshared information requires social

validation before it will be accepted by the group (Argote, Gruenfeld, & Naquin, 2001).

This research states that social validation occurs when the accuracy of information

provided by one participant is confirmed by another, but can also be provided if the

speaker has recognized expertise or is assigned an expert role within the group. Based on

this understanding, duplication of disciplinary representation may generate a requirement

for information shared by one member to be confirmed by the second member from the

same discipline, before being accepted and used by the group. In addition, recent

research investigating relationships between the size and performance of small groups in

organizations (Wheelan, 2009, p. 248) found that groups containing three to eight

members were significantly more productive than groups with nine members or more,

and groups containing three to four members were significantly more productive on a

number of performance measures than groups with five to six members. In light of the

aforementioned literature, the findings from this study suggest two implications for

organizers of future CFCPing sessions: first, duplication of disciplinary representation

within one small group may be less efficient in terms of developing shared knowledge

within the group, and second that dividing into small groups of three or four, rather than

five, may be more efficient during ideation and concept development.
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A New Role for Designers in CFCPing.

Observations from this research suggest there is a need for more encouragement

for non-designer participants to engage in prototyping and maximize the potential

benefits of this tool for knowledge management and concept development. Though all

participants in this study indicated they were comfortable sketching and prototyping to

share their ideas, non-designers typically gestured at reference material or at sketches

produced by the designer in the group and engaged less frequently in sketching, writing

and making activities. This type of hesitation was anticipated based on observations in

initial CFCPing research conducted by Chung (2009) which led to the identification of

two approaches to encouraging non-designer participation in CFCPing: (1) the use of

simple, flexible prototyping materials that are easy to manipulate, or (2) employing an

assistant, skilled in prototyping and fabrication to create physical representations of ideas

expressed by participants. This study employed the first option, based on the assumption

that the participation of non-designers in the prototyping activity would facilitate the

transfer, translation and transformation of knowledge between disciplines and promote

engagement in concept development. This decision also acknowledged resource

constraints present in the healthcare context that could make it difficult to engage

prototyping assistants for each of the participating groups. Video analysis of small group

activity in this study revealed that participation in visual representation by non-designers

increased as the sessions progressed and with encouragement from participating

designers. On occasion, participating designers intuitively played the role of model

maker to facilitate the embodiment of ideas. There were other instances where designers

lead by example, and once non-designers observed how easy it was to modify the simple
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materials, participation in sketching and prototyping increased. This suggests that other

techniques not currently part of the CFCPing method could be used to increase non-

designer participation earlier in the collaborative prototyping session. Specifically,

coaching, teaching and encouragement by designers appeared to be effective motivators

of interdisciplinary participation. This leads to the question: could designers play a more

facilitative role in CFCPing, encouraging the use of prototyping in collaborative

activities? The identification of roles assumed by designers and non-designers during the

collaborative session and characteristics of small group problem-solving processes

defined through sequential analysis of interdisciplinary interactions also support this idea.

In this study, designers more frequently occupied a facilitative role, both with

respect to the organization of group problem solving activities and by providing guidance

and encouragement to non-designers engaged in sketching and prototyping. Conversely,

non-designers provided more explanation and examples of the current context and design

problems and were more likely to critique or reject ideas presented by others. As the

collaborative concept development process reflects the design process and prototyping is

also a design tool and therefore part of the disciplinary expertise contributed by

designers, it is understandable that designers would demonstrate knowledge and expertise

in these areas. However, the potential impact of the facilitative nature of this contribution

warrants further investigation. The critiquing behaviour exhibited by non-designers is in

direct conflict of the rules of creative brainstorming which were designed to support

effective idea generation. Therefore, additional support for more visual representation of

ideas and constructive concept development vs. rejection of early ideas could possibly
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lead to a more productive process. Encouraging this type of behaviour within a group

could be a facilitative function.

The results from sequential analysis of interactions between participants also

suggest possible benefits from facilitated interdisciplinary collaboration. In this study,

groups that generated comparatively more ideas exhibited more frequent transitions

between Ideation and Evaluation type exchanges and infrequent transitions between

Information and Management type exchanges, compared to groups that spent a greater

proportion of time planning and structuring the problem solving process. This suggests

that frequent transitions between Ideation and Evaluation can lead to more effective

collaboration. It also suggests that transitioning from Information to Management and

spending a larger proportion of activity on process planning breaks a cycle of ideation-

information-evaluation. This can be related to the iterative cycle of ideation-

embodiment-critique articulated by Chung (2009), which has been identified as a key

component of successful collaborative concept development. This understanding can

also help define the nature of the facilitative role that could be formally adopted by

designers in CFCPing.

Implications for use of CFCPing in Healthcare Settings

A primary contribution of this research is empirical evidence supporting the use

of CFCPing in healthcare contexts. The interdisciplinary nature of health care and the

complexity of problems faced by the current system point to the need for collaborative

problem solving and development of innovative solutions, and this study illustrates that

CFCPing is one method that can support the rapid development of solution concepts by

interdisciplinary teams.
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The medication room design concepts generated during the CFCPing sessions

highlight the preferences and priorities of nursing and pharmacy staff. They represent

innovative ideas for workflow and space redesign and suggest the kinds of new

technologies that would be most useful to clinical staff responsible for medication

preparation and management on the pediatric surgical unit. These design concepts can be

used to support the selection and development of new technologies and workflow design

elements that will have the greatest positive impact on medication safety at the hospital.

Involving staff in the conceptualization and development of hospital and care

improvement efforts is one way to foster a sense of ownership, and buy-in, which can

also contribute to organizational change. In fact, interdisciplinary or interprofessional

care has been identified as a means of addressing practice oriented and organizational

challenges and as contributing to reducing the likelihood of patients experiencing adverse

reactions (Canadian Health Services Research Foundation, 2006). Thus the positive

response to CFCPing by nursing and pharmacy staff participating in this study suggests

that CFCPing may be a useful tool that healthcare organizations can use to initiate

employee involvement and support interprofessional teamwork. Furthermore, the sixth

principle guiding the conduct of effective CFCPing sessions speaks directly to the

objectives of interprofessional care: mutual learning is the engine for forward momentum

in team collaboration.

Thus this research recognizes the potential for the use of design methods in

Canadian hospitals to enable direct involvement in the development of user-centered

solutions to complex patient safety issues, and organizational challenges. Specific

opportunities for application of this method in healthcare facilities include: current
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challenges in the design of way finding or navigation systems for visitors; patient room

design that serves both the needs of the patient and their family and supports safe,

effective and efficient workflow for hospital staff; service design, and other process and

workflow issues.

Limitations of the Study

This study has a number of limitations. First, it represents the conduct of two

collaborative sessions addressing the problem of medication safety management in a

pediatric hospital. Therefore the results of this study must be viewed in this context and

should not be generalized or viewed as applying directly to a wider range of design

problems and contexts. Second, three disciplines were represented in this study, but

many interdisciplinary projects will require the participation of more than three

disciplines. Therefore, the results presented in this study may not be generalized towards

CFCPing sessions that involve more than three disciplines. Third, the product designers

participating in the study all came from sole proprietor or small design businesses and all

were originally trained at Carleton University School of Industrial Design. Therefore, it

is conceivable that other designers from more diverse backgrounds might approach

CFCPing differently. Furthermore, designers with significant experience working in the

healthcare industry may have had a better initial understanding of the hospital

environment and design challenge which could have impacted the problem solving

process exhibited by small groups. It is difficult to predict the impact of these

demographic characteristics on the design development process without conducting

comparative studies.
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Future Research

This thesis represents one of the first empirical studies employing CFCPing.

Further empirical research, testing the contribution of this method in a wider variety of

settings, is required to allow for confirmation of the findings presented in this thesis and

possible identification of other patterns in the behaviour and responses of participants.

The most important recommendation for future research is to investigate the role of the

designer as facilitator in CFCPing. Doing so may contribute to defining a future role for

designers in interdisciplinary collaboration at the front end of design development.

Throughout this study, designers exhibited a number of behaviours (planning,

ideas, coach/teach, making prototypes) that can be related to the definition of consulting

facilitator provided by Schwartz et al (2005, p. 28). Essentially, consulting facilitators

help a group increase its effectiveness by diagnosing and intervening on group process

and structure, and also provide content expertise, in this case ideas. Ideation, prototyping

and the design process are key activities in CFCPing and also professional skills

possessed by designers. Therefore, designers may be ideally suited to provide additional

support to the CFCPing process by acting as consulting facilitators within the small

cross-functional teams characteristic of this method. However, facilitation is itself a skill

(though some individuals may be naturally better than others) that requires training and

experience (Schwartz, 2005). In addition, CFCPing is supposed to be spontaneous,

providing as much opportunity as possible for the development of new and innovative

ideas. So, though too much planning and direction may stunt the creative potential of a

group, as illustrated by some of the findings in this study, careful facilitation may also

help to fend off some of the negative factors affecting group performance and support the
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use of prototyping to the maximum potential, as illustrated by other findings in this study.

Future research could investigate the impact of assigning a facilitative role to designer

participants in CFCPing by:

1 . Defining the consulting facilitator role for CFCPing activities;

2. Developing guidance material for designers assuming this role; and

3. Conducting empirical studies with a control group and test group.

In the suggested research, participating designers in the control group would be given no

special direction, as in the research presented in this thesis. In the test group designers

would be assigned a consulting facilitator role. Using the same design challenge across

control and test groups would allow for a comparison of outcomes between groups and

support the identification of differences in performance associated with the new role of

designers as consulting facilitators. It should be noted that assigning the consulting

facilitator role to designers participating in CFCPing sessions would not affect the

leading facilitator role of the organizer of the session and only influence the behaviour of

designers when working in small interdisciplinary teams to brainstorm solutions,

prototype and develop design concepts.

This thesis represents an important precedent for future studies that focus on

interactions in collaborative prototyping or collaborative initiatives in healthcare

environments and also suggests an opportunity to investigate the role of designers as

facilitators in cross-functional collaborative prototyping.
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Appendix 1 . Collaborative Design Session Protocol
COLLABORATIVE DESIGN SESSION PROTOCOL

This concept development session is part of the study A human factors approach for
evaluating practices surrounding intravenous morphine or hydromorphone use in a
pediatric hospital surgical ward. This project is being conducted in collaboration with
CHEO and Carleton University.

Purpose of the sessions
The primary purpose of the sessions is to develop innovative solution concepts that
address identified opportunities for improvement in IV bolus morphine and
hydromorphone delivery. The resulting designs will provide the basis for
recommendations for equipment, procedures and practices that will improve medication
safety management at the hospital.

Data collected from these sessions will also support the research student's Master thesis
in Design: investigating the role of designers in interdisciplinary collaboration at the front
end of design development.

Scope
The focus of the session will be to re-design the medication management system on the
surgical ward, including the preparation area and narcotic cabinet. A set of parameters
and requirements will be provided (based on observation and interview data collected in
earlier phases of this study) to support participants in the development of concepts that
address identified user needs and critical factors affecting medication safety.

Method
This is a collaborative design session. Participants will be organized into interdisciplinary
teams and asked to share knowledge and experience, using sketches and rough prototypes
or mock-ups to represent their ideas.

Participants
Hospital staff and industry professionals with expert knowledge related to the identified
design problem, including: pharmacy, pharmacy technicians, surgical ward nursing staff,
nursing management, and industrial design professionals.

Inclusion criteria
Participants employed by the hospital should be currently working on the surgical ward,
have a professional interest in pain management or patient safety and be knowledgeable
about IV bolus morphine delivery, the pharmaceutical characteristics of the drug, and/or
some aspects of the existing preparation and delivery process in the context of pediatric
care. Diversity in the experience of participants is desirable as it provides different
perspectives (e.g. senior and junior nursing staff, staff with experience working in other
units/hospitals, teaching staff).
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Designers recruited to participate in the study will be professional product designers with
a minimum of 5 years of work experience (this could be a combination of post-graduate
work and industry experience). They must be sign any confidentiality agreements
required by CHEO prior to the session.

Facilities and materials
The collaborative sessions will be conducted in one of the CHEO meeting rooms, with
enough space to accommodate 12 participants together and also space to break into four
small teams. Sessions will be conducted between 3:30 and 6:00pm on a weekday.

Compensation
Participants will be compensated at an average rate of $40/hour. Participants that are staff
at CHEO will receive their normal hourly wage and funding will be provided directly to
managers so that additional staff may be scheduled to cover the work of those
participating in the study. Industrial design participants will be compensated individually
at the average rate. The total budget for the study remains unchanged and is within the
funding committed through the MITACS ACCELERATE grant secured for this study.
Conduct
The session will start with an introduction of participants, a review of the existing
workspace design, the identified and prioritized risk-factors, possible technology
solutions and systems implemented at other hospitals.

Participants will be divided into four interdisciplinary teams.

Participants will be asked to sketch and prototype their ideas to support the
externalization of tacit knowledge and development of solution concepts within their
small teams.

The first collaborative session will be scheduled as soon as possible once REB approval
has been secured. Additional sessions will be scheduled, based on availability of
participants, to a maximum of three sessions. If there is insufficient number of
participants in any one session, the number of breakout teams formed within the session
may be reduced to two or three.

Time Activity Actors
Introduction: present objectives, method and , , facilitator

15-30 min schedule of activities. Divide participants into (Campbell)
small teams.
Brainstorming and preliminary concept

45-60 min development resulting in a series of small- Participants
scale mock-ups
Presentation of concepts to the large group, Participantscritiquing and improving design concepts
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Design development & refined direction
45-60 min resulting in one small scale prototype Participants

(meal/snack-time included)
Final prototype presentation using the
prototype as a basis for demonstration & Participants
discussion

1 5 min Debrief & feedback from participants All
Thank you to participants (compensation Lead fadlitatorpackages)

Feedback survey
At the end of the session, participants will be asked to complete an anonymous feedback
questionnaire soliciting their perception on the utility of the collaborative session and
methods used. The questionnaire will be piloted and revised as appropriate.

Sample feedback questions

1 . Please rate your impression of this workshop on a
scale of 1 to 5 (1 = waste of time, 5 = extremely valuable) 1-2-3-4-5

Please use the space provided to explain your response

1-2-3-4-5

1-2-3-4-5

2. Would you encourage others to participate in a similar
collaborative design workshop? (1 = never, 5 = absolutely)

3 . Do you think the activity of sketching, to share your ideas,
helped to develop a common understanding within your team?
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

4. Do you think using prototypes to share your ideas helped 1-2-3-4-5
to develop a common understanding within your team?

(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

5. Your honest feedback is very much appreciated. Please use the space provided to add
your recommendations for the session or additional comments for the study team.
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Data collection & analysis
All sessions will be video and audio recorded to support data collection and analysis.
Data will be abstracted to ensure anonymity. Recordings will be kept in the locked office
of the study research assistant, who has signed a confidentiality agreement with CHEO.
After the study is complete all computer files and video recordings will be stored in a
locked cabinet and office in the Department of Psychology at Carleton University with
access restricted to research staff who have signed confidentiality agreements with
CHEO and for a period of 5 years before being permanently destroyed.

Effectiveness of the sessions will be evaluated based on the extent to which the final
design concepts are developed in terms of form, function and satisfaction of the design
criteria, which will be based on the needs identified through the observations and
interviews described in the case study.

Recommendations developed through the sessions will be collected and evaluated as to
their ability to address/mitigate factors that could potentially introduce error into the IV
morphine delivery process.

Results will support 1) validation of data collected through observation and interviews,
and 2) the development of recommendations to improve IV bolus morphine delivery at
the hospital.

In addition, video recordings will be used to evaluate the sessions and collect data on the
use of visual representations and knowledge sharing between disciplines during
brainstorming and concept development. This analysis will be used to support the
research student's Master thesis in Design.

Publication of study results
Final results of this study will be presented to the Director of Pharmacy in a final report
and disseminated to CHEO management and staff as appropriate, including a lunch-and-
learn for nursing staff, and presentation to the Nurse Advisory Council. Results may also
be published in scientific theses, journals and presentations in aggregate so no subject can
be identified.
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Informed Consent for Focus Group Participants

Title of Research Project: A human factors approach for evaluating practices
surrounding intravenous morphine or hydromorphone use
in a pediatric hospital surgical ward

Principal Investigator: Dr. Régis Vaillancourt, Director of Pharmacy, CHEO
613-737-7600 ext. 2231 / rvaillancourt@cheo.on.ca

Co-investigators: Dr. Jacqueline Ellis, Research Mentor/Nursing, CHEO
613-737-7600 ext. 4140 /jellis@cheo.on.ca
Dr. Avi Parush, Academic Supervisor, Carleton University
613-520-2600 ext. 6026 / avi_parush@carleton.ca

Background: This study is being conducted in collaboration with Carleton University.
Using a human factors perspective, it aims to uncover the contributing factors to
morphine or HYDROmorphone medication errors in a post-surgery unit at the children's
hospital. Study activities have included comprehensive observation of the entire
medication process and capture of events and associated contextual factors that could
potentially impact IV bolus morphine/HYDROmorphone delivery. Interviews were
conducted to validate the observation results and obtain staff perception of existing
supports and barriers to the safe delivery of IV bolus morphine/hydromorphone. The
types of events, the association to other factors, and the comments made by nursing and
medical personnel have been analyzed to identify and prioritize points in the process that
could potentially contribute to medication error. The next step is to develop solutions and
recommendations that will address the identified opportunities for improvement. This
will be done through collaborative sessions with nursing staff and participants from other
relevant disciplines.

Purpose of the focus groups: The purpose of these sessions is to support the
development of innovative solution concepts that address identified opportunities for
improvement in IV bolus morphine and hydromorphone delivery. The resulting designs
will provide the basis for recommendations for equipment, procedures and practice that
will improve medication safety management at the hospital.

Involvement: You are hereby invited to participate in a focus group session to be held on
_______________[dd/mm/yyy] at CHEO in room . The session will take
approximately 2.5hours to complete. During this time, participants will be asked to work
in small interdisciplinary groups to brainstorm and develop solution concepts addressing
factors affecting patient safety and the IV bolus morphine/hyrdromorphone preparation
and delivery. Groups will be asked to sketch and build prototypes representing their
ideas. Though some participants may be more experienced at drawing and making than
others, everyone is encouraged to take part. Visually representing ideas, regardless of the
quality of the sketches/prototypes, will help communication and concept development
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within the group. All required materials will be provided. Refreshments will be provided.
The session will be video recorded for data collection and analysis purposes.

Compensation: Hospital staff will be compensated at their regular hourly rate. Designers
will receive comparative financial and in-kind compensation.

Your participation is voluntary: Your participation is entirely voluntary and not work-
related. Your decision to participate (or not) in the research will in no way be reflection
of your work. The decision to participate (or not) will not be shared with others. You are
free to withdraw from the study at any time.

Potential Benefit: Your participation may lead to an increase in patient safety as a result
of improvements to morphine or hydromorphone preparation, administration and
nursing work-life based on the results of this study.

Who will be enrolled: Invited participants include key personnel involved in the
medication process: staff that work on the Surgical Unit (5-East) and administer
morphine and/or hydromorphone, nursing management, pharmacists and pharmacy
technicians. Other participants will include professional product designers who bring
expertise in product and systems design that may contribute to the development of
solution concepts. Facilitators will include the research student (Catherine Campbell),
design researchers, and human factors professionals from Carleton University.
Risks: There are no risks to you for your participation.

Withdrawal from study: You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without
penalty. You can withdraw without giving any reasons for your decision.
Confidentiality: Your personal information will be kept strictly confidential except as
required or permitted by law. You will not be personally identified in any publication or
presentation of this study. AU participants who are not employees of the hospital must
sign the attached confidentiality agreement in addition to this informed consent form.
Any personal information about you that leaves the hospital will be abstracted so that you
cannot be identified by name. Only the principal investigators and the people conducting
the focus groups will have access to names of participants. All computer files will be kept
locked with restricted access passwords known only to the investigators. Lists of
participants and video recordings will be kept in the locked office of the study research
assistant, who has signed a confidentiality agreement with CHEO. After the study is
complete all computer files and video recordings will be stored in a locked cabinet and
office in the Department of Psychology at Carleton University, with access restricted to
research staff who have signed confidentiality agreements with CHEO, for a period of 5
years before being permanently destroyed. Final results of this study will be published in
scientific theses, journals or presentations in aggregate so no subject can be identified. If
you are interested, you can request a copy of the study results at the end of the study.
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Obtaining Additional Information: The study is under the direction of Régis
Vaillancourt, Director of Pharmacy and the research student is Catherine Campbell
(ccampbell@cheo.on.ca). You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during the
study. In the event that you have unanswered questions about the study please call Régis
Vaillancourt, Director of Pharmacy at 613-737-7600 x2231.

This study has been reviewed and received CHEO Research Ethics Board (REB)
approval. The CHEO REB is a committee ofthe hospital that includes individualsfrom
differentprofessional backgrounds. The board reviews all research that takes place at
the hospital. Its goal is to ensure the protection ofthe rights and welfare ofpeople
participating in research. The Board's work is not intended to replace the employee 's
judgment about what decisions and choices are bestfor them. You may contact the Chair
ofthe Research Ethics Boardfor information regarding employee 's rights in research
studies at 613-737-7600 ext 3272.

Consent:
I am satisfied that the information contained in this consent form was explained to me,
with the extent that I am able to understand it, and that all questions have been answered.
I hereby give my consent to participate in this study and will sign this consent form. I
acknowledge having received a copy of this consent form. I have read the above
information and have had the opportunity to have my questions answered.

Witness (name) Participant (name)

Witness {signature) Participant {signature)

Date {dd/mm/yyyy) Date {dd/mm/yyyy)
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Appendix 2. Collaborative Session Feedback Survey
INTRODUCTION
This anonymous questionnaire is designed to solicit participant's perception on the utility
of the collaborative session and appropriateness of methods used. Please answer the
questions honestly. This will take no more than 10 minutes to complete. Your feedback
is appreciated and will help to improve future sessions.

DEMOGRAPHICS
{Please circle the most appropriate response)

1 . What is your discipline / area of expertise?
a. Design
b. Nursing
c. Pharmacist
d. Pharmacy technician
e. Other

METHODS
{Please circle the most appropriate number on the scale providedfor each question).

2. Were the objectives of this collaborative activity clearly articulated 1-2-3-4-5
at the beginning of the session? (1 = not clear at all, 5 = very
clearly)

3. Was the video clip a good introduction to the collaborative 1-2-3-4-5
prototyping method? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

4. Did watching the video clip motivate you to participate in the 1-2-3-4-5
collaborative activities? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

5. Was the Pictionary game a good warm up to sketching and 1-2-3-4-5
prototyping with your team? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

6. Did you feel comfortable sketching to share your ideas within your 1-2-3-4-5
group? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

7. Did you feel comfortable prototyping to share and develop your 1-2-3-4-5
ideas? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

8. Did you feel comfortable modifying other people's prototypes to 1-2-3-4-5
share your ideas? (1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

9. Please rate your perception of how the activity of sketching helped
your group to:

a. Communicate and share ideas? 1-2-3-4-5
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)
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b. Develop common understanding between team 1-2-3-4-5
members?
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly) 1-2-3-4-5

c. Develop your final solution concepts?
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

10. Please rate your perception of how the activity of
prototyping/making mock-ups helped your group to:

a. Communicate and share ideas? 1-2-3-4-5
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

b. Develop common understanding between team 1-2-3-4-5
members?
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly) 1-2-3-4-5

c. Develop your final solution concepts?
(1 = not at all, 5 = significantly)

1 1. In your opinion, how closely did the outcomes of the collaborative
session meet the objectives that were agreed to at the beginning of 1-2-3-4-5
session? (1 = not at all, 5 = exactly)

If not, please use the space provided to briefly explain why

GROUP DYNAMICS
{Please circle the most appropriate response)

12. How did your group self-organize?
a. Everyone participated equally
b. One person took a leadership role

13. Do you think this affected how the group worked together?
a. Yes
b. No

If yes, how? .

14. If there was a leader in your group, from what discipline was this individual?
a. Design
b. Nursing
c. Pharmacist
d. Pharmacy technician
e. Other

15. If there was a leader in the group, did this person
a. Encourage equal participation by all team members
b. Try to influence the group by pushing their own ideas forward,
c. Both at different times
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d. Neither, please explain

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS
{Please circle the most appropriate number on the scale providedfor each question).
16. Please rate your overall impression of this workshop on a 1-2-3-4-5

scale of 1 to 5 (1 = waste of time, 5 = extremely valuable)

17. Would you encourage others to participate in a similar collaborative 1-2-3-4-5
design workshop? (1 = never, 5 = absolutely)

18. Please rate your perception of the lead facilitator's performance in
the following three areas:

a. Professional conduct 1-2-3-4-5
(1 = terrible, 5 = outstanding)

b. Clarity of instructions 1-2-3-4-5
(1 = terrible, 5 = outstanding)

c. Organized 1-2-3-4-5
(1 = terrible, 5 = outstanding)

19. Use the space provided to provide additional comments and/or recommendations for
improving the session. Your honest feedback is much appreciated.

Thank you!
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Appendix 3. Collaborative Session Introductory Presentation

Welcome!
ÎV Morphine & HYDROmorphon» Study

Coiíaboraüve Concept Development S<

\^i

Medication error

1 in 10 patients receive a wrong dntg or dose in riospitai

Why and how does this happen?

What csn we do about it?

Top risk contributors

1. interruptions & distractions
2. Design of forms and toois for data entry
3. Information display design
4. WorkS ow

s chalienge

To äsveiop concepis for new systems mû îools that wilt
improve narcotic slorage arid preparation on trie surgical unit

Using coilaborstive brainstorming and prototyping to integrate
knowledge mû expertise from multiple d&ciplines

Coliaborative concept development

Pharmacy Nurstng
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CöMaborative concepì development

* .
Existing context

Current medication room ß narcotic prep area

¦ Î9Œ: "? 1·?'
^

'.4 '1?- -'"1'I ' ¦ ¦" ?

inspiration
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Automated drug cabíneís? Barcode scanners?

5W W

Pharmacy order reconciliation & portable la bei-maker?

áSr

i Activity

Kn^wlaagö sharing & ísi

:ÎS«ptd*V«i«Îïl«0rttrf

i Debris*' & fesiäOactt

: Ptstjonary
Now.. Jets wsrm-up! PART 1; Brainstorming and preliminary concepì development
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Appendix 4. Behaviour Analysis by Discipline for Individual Groups
Table 10.

Example ofpreliminary interaction analysisfor collaborative session #1

CS1-G3 (1) Individual Contributions
Verbal Total PT N D Descriptive analysis

Designer asks most questions to Nurse and PT about current
Question 16 4 2 10 context or design activitiesRequest
confirmation 14 2 2 10 Related to current context, problem, idea
Statement 36 Mostly related to current context and problem

Designer starts by making suggestions to N regarding how the
group proceeds - planning (3), then offers solution ideas (5)

Suggest 10 2 0 8 and then PT presents some ideas (2)
Designer does most of the explaining related to current

Explain 18 4 2 12 context, often highlighting problems
Clarify 8 4 4 0 All cases are clarification of current context
Relate to 6 2 13 Related to familiar concept and current context
Agrees 17 2 11 3 Agreement on plan, current context and ideas
Reject 1 Rejects a problem raised by D
Doubt 2 2 0 0 Both PT, idea and current context

N related to planning suggested by D and PT are current
Evaluate 4 2 2 0 context and idea
Just'fy 4 12 1 Instances are spread amongst the group

Designer is the source of the majority of process management
Coach/teach 10 0 1 activities {coach, order, summary)

D asks N to indicate busy areas on a floor plan of the current
Order 10 0 1 unit
Summary 5 10 4 Used by D to direct conversation
Physical Total PT N D
Make/modify 0 0 0 0 No instances of make in this initial brainstorming session
Draw/sketch 10 1 1 8 AU three sketch

Gesture (referencing handout floor plan mostly) is dominated
by PT, but also used by N & D to support development of

25 12 7 7 shared understanding
N and D do all of the writing, N mostly because D asked her to

9 0 4 5 indicate busy areas on the handout floor plan

Note: This represents the first 18 minutes of small group interaction for one group.

Gesture

Write on
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Appendix 5 . Examples of Coded Dialogue
The following tables show examples of how individual verbal and physical behaviour and

exchanges between participants were coded in this study. These examples have been
extracted from the data sheets used for coding an analysis and designed to exhibit specific
elements of identified individual and collaborative behaviour. Therefore some tables

display fewer levels of coding than the complete data set.

File name; Video Analysis OS.xh Reference sheet: CSi-O lili
Session: Coli Session lGionpl Breakout I Video ref: Main Room From I
Date. Marcii 23. 2009 Duration: l'mùii'sec
Participants: Nl. N2. Dt. D2. P Noie*: This was the only ¡¡roup with two designers
Tiare Actors Verbal interactions Pialogite Physical interactions
i'mm:ss'i From To Behaviour Artifact Semi-transcription Behaviour Artifact

A wall (space divider ¡ and then
ail narcotics, only two people
go in there, a sign "calculations
in progress" so people can't go
in and then you get them out of handout

03:03 Nl P.B1 suggestion idea(s') this traffic zone gesture pictures
current

context,

layout and
03:22 Ni P.D1 relates to tools MR design gesture

N2 P.D2 suggest idea Sliding door
current

context,

agrees, layom and
03:28 Dl RNl question tools ..paper..

need ? & y. so would need to
have the technology and the

03:39 P Di evaluate problem money to.,.
agre», budget, boi (§f. because I see handout

____________ gesture pictures03:50 Dl P suggestion idea here

Figure 25. Example of a coded video clip
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Table 11.

Example dialogue showing information exchange (verbal behaviour only)

Speaker Receiver Verbal
behaviour

Artifact Dialogue

D Team question problem

D

Nl, N2 P

N2 P, D

Nl D

explain

agree

agree,
explain
clarify

current

context

problem

current

context
current
context

current

context

So, without breaching your own confidentiality, when there is
an error... 'cause 1 get the impression that it is not giving
morphine to the wrong kid, its usually too much for that
particular . . .
Sometimes when you have a teeny weeny baby, its so easy to
get mixed up between 0.02, 0.2 and 2 and that's where we get
some of the lOfold errors, and we've averted some ofthat by
going to the 2mg/ml vials, but... such a wide assortments of
patient weights...there is no real standard dose you're using
hmm

That's right, because its all by weight, once you're an adult
and you're 1 8 or older we don't really go by weight anymore
If you're over 50 kg then you sort of go into this generalized
category

Table 12.

Example dialogue showing information exchange (verbal & physical)

Speaker Receiver Verbal
behaviour

Artifact Dialogue Physical
behaviour

Artifact

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

question

explain

request
clarification

clarify,
explain

request
clarification
clarify

agree

explain

current

context
current

context
current

context

current

context
current

context
current

context

current
context

current
context

But what's this door back there? gesture

This one is another - so you've gesture
basically got a T entrance
So the reason somebody from the gesture
front can't come around in the side
door is because there is that round
table on the side -
Well then I am going to have to walk gesture
all the way around and come in the
side. I don't want to do that

That's not the area where the table
is?
There's no access to any of this from
that area
Right, right

So basically, where are we again
here? Ok, where, there is the med
room, so there's no entrance, so if
I'm here and I want to get a sheet
back here I'm coming in this room,
I'm not going all the way around
there or all the way around here. . .

gesture

gesture
write on
gesture

handout
pictures

handout
pictures

personal
notes

handout
floor
plan
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Table 13.

Example ofcoded exchanges

Speaker Receiver Verbal

behaviour
Artifact Content Physical

behaviour
Artifact

D N suggest plan

N D evaluate,
explain

plan,
current
context

D

N

N

D

request
clarification
clarify

current

context
current
context

D N order

If you were going to - gesture
so designers we do
everything visually
right, could you
highlight the most used
and the least used areas
on here
Well the problem is
there is are two levels
right, there is level one
and level two, because
the counter space here
is even less used than
some of the shelf space,
because the area
There's shelving here? sketch

There are shelves here gesture
with the patient in room
bins are all along, so
the area where patient
one's bins are there are
four rooms over here
but then there are
individual rooms
So number one then,
you can have three or
four areas

handout
floor
plan

handout
floor pia.
handout
floor
plan

Exchange

MGMT

INFO

MGMT

Table 14.

Example dialogue showing suggestion and evaluation exchanges

Speaker Receiver Verbal
behaviour

Artifact Dialogue Exchange

D

Nl

D
N2
Nl

Team request current
clarification, context

suggest idea
D doubt idea

Team clarify idea
Team agree idea
N2,D doubt, clarify idea

"And there is just too many permutations that it
is not practical to have something that
standardizes? - like a bar dispenser so its like 1
shot of vodka, 2 shots of vodka...
I think you'd get into problems with control in
that sense, depending on if you lock it up - its
not a terrible idea
Pretend its not an issue with security
It's a good idea actually
But I wonder about expiry dates, . . .

ID

EVAL


